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Y.E.S.
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inc.
INTRODUCTION:
WHAT IS Y.E.S. inc.?

1
Section 1, "The Television Series," includes a story summary for each episode of the five-part Y.E.S.inc. series. Questions for discussion for each episode are worded so that they can be read directly toyour class or youth group. There are also several suggested learning activities and projects, somestressing self-analysis and personal values, others focusing on group and community attitudes or
exploring local resources. Some of the learning activities include companion worksheets (Section 1Appendix) which are designed to be photocopied for use with the activity. (See Index for complete listof activities and worksheets.)

Characters/Biographies/Setting
3

Neighborhood Drums
5Program Summary
6Questions
6Activities
7

Nature's Rhythms
Program Summary 9

10Questions
10Activities
11

Time for Myself
13Program Summary ldQuestions
14Activities
15

Top of the Line
17Program Summary
18Questions
18Activities
19

All the Difference
21Program Summary
22Questions
22Activities
23

Appendix: Section 1 25
Activity Worksheets
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2
Section 2, "Extending Y.E.S. inc. in Your Schools and Communir
modules, each intended for a different user of the series. Modules inciuu
schedules that can be modified for use in a variety of settings.

Jesigned as a series of
pw to ideas and sample

Learning/Work Experience Programs "'6
Business/Community Partnerships 37
School Classrooms 39
Summer Youth, Recreation, and Camp Programs 41
Short, Job-Search Workshops 43
Counseling Groups 45

Section 3, "Exploring the Possibilities of Y.E.S. inc." is for all users of the series. It discusses the
career exploration skills modeled in the series, describes ways you can play your role as teacher or
leader most effectively, and gives some background on the role of television as an educator of youth.
It also presents general concepts on skill building activities used in the series.

Career Exploration Skills Modeled in Y.E.S. inc. 47
A Perspective for the Adult Leader 48
A Model for Learning 49
The Role of TV 50
Skill Building Activities 51
Career Exploration Needs of the Adult Leader 56

APPENDIX:
RESOURCES AND MODEL PROJECTS

This is a brief listing of books, periodicals, organizations, and agencies which might be of ass:stance
to you 'n developing your own personalized list of networking resources to help you stay in touch and
stay int Drmed. Included are brief descriptions of successful youth projects from around the country that
are innovative and practical. Though some of the projects listed here were one-time efforts and are
not currently in operation, they do serve as models for future projects.

Resources 57
Model Projects 59

INDEX OF ACTIVITIES 61
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What
Is
Y.E.S.
Inc.?

Y.E.S. inc. is a youth employment skills media
and outreach project which includes:

A national television drama mini-series (five
30-minute programs) created for inner-city
minority youth of junior-high-school and high-
school age

This Y.E.S. inc. Guidebook and a poser /fact
sheet for in-school and community outreach
applications

A national community outreach effort which will
extend the scope, as well as the impact of the
Y.E.S. inc. project, well beyond its broadcast and
in-school capabilities

Y.E.S. inc. Goals

The primary goals of the Y.E.S. inc. project are:

To increase the self-image among tow-income
minority youth, predominantly black and
Chicano.

To develop an awareness among the target
audience of the connection between pre-vo-
cational skills/knowledge/attitudes and future
career choices.

To help these youth begin to identify role
models from similar backgrounds who are
successfu: -) the world of work.

Target Audience

The Y.E.S. inc. project was designed as a tool
to improve attitudes toward education and career
related skills. Y.E.S. inc. is targeted primarily to black
and Chicano junior-high- and high-school-age
youngsters who, as teens and adults, will suffer the
most severe deprivation in the job market. The selection
of this target age group is based upon the fact that
this is a time when sell-esteem is developing and a
time when youth are beginning to make choices which
will affect their futures choices of lasting friendships,
activities and interests pursued in free time, and
courses of study in school. Within this context, the
Y.E.S. inc. project stresses the message that most
important to the development of "career" is the
development of oneself. Personal development is then
seen as a path to employability.

Critical Issues

skills in reading, writing, and computation
require even for entry-level job,:

:ire ,r,ic'ving in many youth

to oegtnning lobs that will
the771 opportur ties to develop work related
;Ho Igh experier!Lo

remains a barrier to securing a job and to
the kinds of jobs youth may want in

',Jr n;a'! managerial, and technicPloccupa-
!,pi

.;17-nily support crucial to the healthy development
of Y.). people is sometimes lacking.
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Changes in the workplace caused by new
technology require new skills in communication,
in problem solving, in learnir ?. and r interpersonal
relations that inner-c,,.-iouth nave litr1.2 opportunity
to practice.

Among the 37,000 kinds n' pr )s today, most
youngsters do not know whPt. are required
in even those lobs that are lahn:;,..:r to them

Financial resources for hi.:lping youth are scarce
and conTnunities must rely in large measure on
a few, dedicated staff people, teacher,.. and
volunteers to accomplis,-, a great deal

Although schools, busreFses, and community
organizations are beginning to experiment w,tt-,
innovative collaborations to address the career
development of young people, there is the need
to do more and to build upon successful models.



Using Y.E.S. inc. Materials

In our society today, v. ith its complex cultures and
value systems, it is essential to create a partnership
among families, schools community agencies, and
local government to helo young people establish
education/career links and to facilitate development to
their maximum potential. The Y.E.S. inc. project
encourages the use of television, viewing guides,
experiential learning activities, and mentoring within
such collaborations as well as within the traditional
classroom.

Ali of the ppect materials are intended for use
by tne many divere groups and individuals working
with youth in a varety of contexts:

Businesses employing youth
Schools
Employment training and placement
programs
Crisis counseling units
Probation and delinquency prevention
projects
Recreation and camp programs
Citizenship-building programs
Youth and service clubs
Mental health counseling
And more

Commercial television format and production
techniques make the dramas competitively entertaining
within the context of public and commercial television
broadcast. In addition, schools and other institutional
users are encouraged to record the series off-air or to
purchase cassettes (at cost) for use within educational,
counseling programs on an ongoing basis until Sep-

tember, 1995 (Personal home use is forbidden.) The
Guidebook and poster/fact sheet will be distributed for
classroom and community use free of charge.

For additional information on how to access the
television programs or print materials, write or call KCET-
TV, Educational Services Department, 4401 Sunset
Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90027, 213-667-9238.

Guidebook Design

Y.E.S. inc. Guidebook aor.nnllsr! basic Purpose-25

d tot t Guidebook f.(:),
; pull it apart. _GOY

raCCOMMOCate lour "aerY:,

d hr.. I r a 3-rirci
nOV25 on Inserted pages .w,tnir
pooklet

re-rder the book tO suit your
-(20.17: sir'g!e-sided copes of Ire
Guidebook r so you can write notes or the
tacks of he pages).
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'NC: want ye,..; to i ,t-:
Inen..o:-)fer-,tc; of the
Ch? r:1:-.e. to u:-,e it

vin: have
n';-(y)ent and perforated pages, wrmot-) .w]I!

3-H-d binder, v,10-) or without re r.:OVer 7*!:
r:ej, !n, the Section 1 Appendix can be:,

outed to your youth aS needed t'-3rt
ih.E? originals

Understanding that no guide car meet a:! -eeds.
nave tried to meet the most utItitanan a format
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The
Television
Series

Series
Characters
Chicano and black youth portrayed in the
Y.E.S. inc.series are a composite drawn from
the real world Their aspirations, problems, the
settings of the series, and organizations
,nvolved in working with :hese youth represent
only some of the possibilities encountered in
communities throughout the U S

The central cast of characters and
players in the Y.E.S. inc. series are.

Evelyn Merritt:
Played by Denise Nicholas-Hill

A dynamic, black businesswoman who has left
the corporate world to pursue her social-worker
instincts at Y.E.S. inc., Evelyn Merritt is valiantly
opposing the formation of a permanent
"underclass"

Angle Flores:
Played by Cynthia Ann Valdez

An Hispanic teenager struggling to make her
dreams manageable and within reach

SerVo Hernandez:
Played by Ray Sema, Jr.

A Chicano "homeboy" who was once the
leader of a barrio gang and who is now a
Y.E.S. inc. regular Sertio is mechanically
inclined and has a strong interest in computers,

Jeffrey Johnson:
Played by Joey Green

A black teenager very content with Y.E.S. inc.
and its goals vis-a-vis his own development,
but who encounters his own fears and doubts
when he must cross cultural barriers.

Traci Jordan:
Played by Tan Adams
A black teenager with strong sensitivity toward
people and natural curiosity which leads her
into serial career explorations.

Jason Williams:
Played by Todd Hollowell

A black teenager just becoming involved in
street life who is skeptical about what Y.E.S.
inc. can and cannot do for him.

Player
Biographies
Core
Cast

DENISE
NICHOLAS-
HILL

Although Denise is
perhaps best remern-
bered by television

if audences for her role
1S'. as the counselor in

ROOM 222, Denise is nowpioducing as well
as acting, and has her own production com-
pany, Masai Films. Recent television perform-
ance credits include the Emmy Award-winning
KCET/Media Forum Production, VOICES OF
OUR PEOPLE, for which Denise also
received co-producer credit. Other credits
include the feature films, LET'S DO IT AGAIN
and CAPRICORN ONE, and the television
productions of SOPHISTICATED GENTS
and FIVE DESPERATE WOMEN.

TAN
ADAMS

Energetic and rarely
at a loss for words,
Tan is the show's
youngest star, but
certainly not the least
talented She has ap-

peared on television in TAXI, THE WHITE
SHADOW, THE FACTS OF LIFE, and the
PBS series, UP AND COMING. Tan has also
studied stage with Al Fann and Chip Fields,
and recently performed in the play, IN
COMMAND OF THE CHILDREN. Although
balancing a career with school doesn't allow
Tan much free time, she is actively involved in
Communicators, a high-school group that
discusses minorities and their problems in
today's world,

JOEY
GREEN

Joey is a veteran of
the entertainment
industry. In the past
14 years, he has ap-
peared in films and
on television. His film

credits include THE HERETIC, EXORCIST
II, and A HERO AIN'T NOTHING BUT A
SANDWICH, and his television credits
include BEULAH LAND and the PBS series,
THE RIGHTEOUS APPLES. Joey was
awarded the 197677 Emmy Award (New York
area) for his performance in the television
drama, LITTLE VIC, and was nominated for
the NAACP Image Award in 1978. Joey has
also maintained his involvement in a South
Central Los Angeles community project which
is dedicated to creating a safer neighborhood
environment.

TODD
HOLLOWELL

An excellent drum-
mer, Todd has pur-
sued his interest in
acting by landing
roles in television
shows like THE

FACTS OF LIFE and TAKING IT TO THE
STREETS, and in the Steve Martin film produc-
tion, ANOTHER JERK. Like Tan, Todd
studied with Chip Fields and recently appeared
at the Inner City Cultural Center in the stage
production, IN COMMAND OF THE
CHILDREN, a benefit performance for bat-
tered women and children.

RAY
SERNA,

Though Ray is fairly
new to television, he
has been an active
supporter of the Latin-
American theater

movement and Teatro Primavera, a nonprofit
community group formed in 1978. As a member
of Teatro Primavera, Ray participated in five
international theater festivals in Cuba. He has
also appeared in stage productions and the
television production, ANGEL DEATH (a
1979 documentary on the ravaging effects of
angel dust). Along with his acting career, Ray
is busy running a printing business which he
co-owns with his father.

CYNTHIA
ANN
VALDEZ

With talented brothers
like Danny and Luis
Valdez (responsible
for ZOOT SUIT),
Cindy is no stranger

to the industry. She starred in the feature film,
THE OPPORTUNITY, and appeared in -

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING in 1981.
Cindy's stage experience includes Teatro
Campesino, a theater group formed by farm
workers in central California.
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Guest
Stars

CLEAVON
LITTLE

Cleavon's interest in
acting began in
school where. at age
25, he was awarded
a scholarship to the
American Academy

of Drama in New York. chat was to be only the
beginning of his extensive and impressive
career in theater, movies, and television Per-
haps best remembered as "Black Bart" in Mel
Brooks' western comedy, BLAZING SAD-
DLES, he also had feature roles in GREASED
LIGHTNING, COTTON COMES TO HAR-
LEM, FM, and, most recently, JIMMY THE
KID. His gifted performance in !he musical,
PURLIE VICTORIOUS, brought him acclaim
as !he first black actor to win a Tony for a
musical

ROBERT
HOOKS

Robert's acting
career has spanned
over twenty-five years
of theater, film, and
television Perhaps
best remembered as

the co-star of the ABC television series,
N.Y.P.D., his credits also include guest
appearances on MCMILLAN AND WIFE
and THE STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Robert's film credits Include HURRY
SUNDOWN and in 1969 he was nominated
for a Tony Award for his performance in the
musical, HALLELUJAH BABY. Extending
his interests well beyond the camera frame,
Robert co-founded New York's Negro
Ensemble Company, a multifaceted training
and performance facility in addition, he is
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of
NABAC, Inc an organization founded for the
advancement of blacks in communications

[iiimagaiNgrj BEAH
RICHARDS

A veteran of :heater.
television, and film,
Ms Richards s best
known or her moving
portrayal of Sidney

/ Poitiers mother in
GUESS WHO'S COMING TO DINNER,
for which she received an Oscar nomination
She has also appeared in numerous television
shows YKe BENSON, THREE'S COM-
PANY, and ROOTS Ii. n addition to perform-
,ng, Ms Richards has :aught acting classes at
the Inner City Cultural Center, an arts training
and performance outiet for the minority com-
munity in Los Angeles, where she also serves
or, the Board of 72irectiprs

ANNETTE
CARDONA

Ms Cardona's exten-
sive stage work is
only a small part of
her active career in
the industry. She re-
ceived rave reviews

for her performance in GREASE and THE
FREDDIE PRINZE STORY. Her television
credits include THE INCREDIBLE HULK,
CENTENNIAL, BARNABY JONES, THE
BIONIC WOMAN, and BONANZA. This
year she participated in GREAT MOMENTS
AT THE WHITE HOUSE, a special perfor-
mance for the President and Mrs Reagan, as
well as being a part of the award-winning PBS
production, MUSICAL COMEDY TONIGHT

MYKEL
T.
WILLIAMSON

Mykel T. was first
introduced to televi-
sion audiences in the
PBS series, THE
RIGHTEOUS AP-

PLES, which ran two television seasons. Be-
tween performances on such television shows
as THE WHITE SHADOW, HILL STREET
BLUES, and FATHER MURPHY (recurring
role), Mykel T can be seen in local community
theater productions.

ERIC
WILLIAMS

Eric is a talented new-
comer to television
Recently relocated
on the West Coast
from Kansas City, he
has continued to pur-

sue his stage work in Los Angeles Like the
other young talents appearing in this series,
Eric performs and studies at the Inner City
Cultural Center where he appeared in several
stage productions including IN COMMAND

I OF THE CHILDREN and GREASE, as well
as starring in GET DOWN, BEN BROWN.
Recently, Eric was cast in a QUINCY episode
and also completed an anti-drug, public-ser-
vice message for Rainbow TV Works

Series
Setting
The story is set in and around an
inner-city community youth center
called Youth Employment
Skills, inc. (Y.E.S. inc.). A core
cast of adolescent characters
who are members of the center
are involved in the process of
exploring various types of jobs
and workplaces within the com-
munity. The dramatization
emnhasizes to youth the crucial
cons :action between acquiring
certain basic skiils now in order to
increase job opportunities in the
future. The series revolves around
these youth as they struggle,
succeed, and finally triumph over
problems they encounter as they
explore new ways to achieve their
goals.
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Program
Summary

Jason has to choose
whether to hang out with his Street
friends or to stick with a fob he's
enjoying and the chance to
become more employable in the
future. He sees his friends and
former basketball star idol, Zac,
leading younger guys into mis-
chief rather than facing up to his
own uncertainties about school
and learning, He hears Sergio,
who's been there, advise, "I'm
thinking about when I graduate
There's a lot of people out of work
Out there, dude. And personally, I
don't want to end up hanging out
on anybody's corner."

Later, when Jason's street
friends barely escape getting
busted in a PCP raid, the neighbor-
hood police officer and mentor,
Mike Sunday: reminds Jason that
he has the opportunity to be a
model for his friends by setting an
example and continuing on his
lob at the service station with
Sergio.

When Zac's younger brother,
Bobby, starts to look up to Jason,
Zac becomes unreasonable
toward Jason and Sergio and
takes his hostility out by ripping up
Sergio's computer book. Sergio is
tempted to take revenge for Zac's
actions, but avoids a face -off
between Sergio's former gang,
Los Tigres, and Zac and his
buddies when the others come
up with a more creative solution.
Zac's buddies decide to band
logether with Jason and the
Y.E.S. inc. group to investigate
:areers. They feel certain Zac will
:ome around in due time

This TV program points out
that it's tough to resist the old
gang and familiar neighborhood
ways, but succeeding at a job
-nears sticking with it, in spite of
iivided loyalties. Loyalty to peers
-neans a lot to young people who
-nay not be heavily involved in
;treet life, but who do feel friends
;hould "hang together." Firm, but
oaring adults, like the neighbor-

hood police officer, can help
young people think about the
consequences of their choices
and can help them to understand
themselves as individuals

This TV program is also
intended to help young people
choose friends and activities that
will help to develop their options.
Specifically, it shows the impor-
tance of both work experience
and learning skills in preparing for
the future. The activities for NEIGH-
BORHOOD DRUMS are directed
toward increasing young people's
decision-making skills and aware-
ness of the implications of their
choices in both work and personal
situations.

Questions

1. Jason was torn between
following the example of Sergio or
the example of tac. What was
attractive about each? What did
each have to offer in the present?
In the future?

2. What were the things that were
bothering Zac? How did he
handle these conflicts? How
could the group have helped Zac
and Jason work out their differ-
ences sooner?

3. How do Miss Merritt and Mike
Sunday work together and help
each other do their jobs?

4. Is Mike Sunday like most
police officers you know? How is
he different? After giving the boys
a break earlier, how did he feel
when he discovered that the boys
had gone to the PCP dealer to get
loaded?

5. Bobby, Zac's little brother, says
to Zac near the end, "I'm tired of
getting in trouble. I'm tired of
watching Mom worry about us.
Zac, what are you gonna do when
you graduate this year, huh?
When I woke up in the hospital,
Mom was crying because of me.
I'm not gonna hurt her no more.
You can, but I'm not." What choice
is Bobby in the process of mak-
ing? What will help him stick to his
decision? How can young people

11

learn to live up to their parents'
expectations while still becominc
their own person? Do you know
kids who get in trouble on purpose
to get their parents' attention or to
seem tough in the eyes of peers?
What advice would you give to
such kids? To their parents?

6. Have you ever been in a
situation where you had to choose
between friends who wanted you
to do something you knew you
shouldn't and the straighter, but
more boring path? How did you
handle it? What things did you
consider? What were the conse-
quences of your choice?

7. Do you feel young people
should be responsible for them-
selves? Is it the responsibility of
adults to make young people do
what's best for them?



Activities

Decide for Yourself

This activity introduces youth
to the steps involved in personal
decision making. In this activity,
small groups work together to
reach a group decision about
dealing with different real-life.
situations. To set up this activity.

1. Discuss the decision-making
process with participants.

2. Practice the decision-making
process as a group.

3. Divide your youth group into
clusters of three or four persons
each.

4. Give each cluster a copy of
"Steps in Decision Making" and
one of the four "Problem Situa-
tions." Ask each cluster to careful-
ly study the situation it is consid-
ering and to reach a group deci-
sion by following the outline,
"Steps in Decision Making."

5. After all the clusters have
reached a decision, have each
explain how and why tneir deci-
sion was made. (If you have
enough groups, it's interesting to
compare different solutions to the
same situation.)

6. If you want to extend this
activity further, youth can repeat
the process, inventing their own
"problem situations" to act out.

STEPS IN
DECISION MAKING

1. Define the problem.
2. Gather relevant informa-

tion.
3. Consider the alterna-

tives.
4. Weigh the alternatives

in light of your own val-
ues, enthusiasms,
needs, and interests.

5. Arrange the choices in
order of importance and
make a decision.

6. Act on your decision.

Problem Situation No. 1:
THE GAS STATION JOB

You have just gotten a job working
for a local gas station. Its almost
time for you to leave for work
where you will take over the
evening shift and will be the only
parson on duty. Just as you are
about to leave for work, your
younger brother becomes vio-
lently ill. You know your mother
should be home within the hour,
so he won't be alone for long. You
also know that if you wait around
to take care of him, you'll be late
for your new job. What do you do?

Problem Situation No. 2.
THE LIBRARY JOB

You have just been hired for a
summer work experience job
where you're working as a library
assistant in the local library. Your
parents are proud of your new job,
but you don't enjoy it because
you'd rather work outside. Your
counselor is happy you have the
job and meets with you to talk
about the skills you can learn
while working in the library. How
do you tell the counselor you'd like
a different work assignment?

Problem Situation No. 3:
STAYING ON THE JOB

You have taken a job doing
bookkeeping and secretarial work
for a local firm and have been
working there for about two weeks.
You realize that the other young
people training at the company
are taking small things home from
the office occasionally. Once they
realize you've noticed what they
are doing, they ask you to cover
up for them. What should you do?

Problem Situation No. 4:
CHOOSING BETWEEN JOBS

You have been offered two
summer jobs. One pays extremely
well for loading and unloading
trucks at a local sup& market. The
other doesn't pay well, but is a job
supervising younger children that
may turn into a tutoring job during
the school year. What should you
do?

Explore Some Jobs

Exploring a variety of career
options is an important activity for
young teenagers (ages 12 to 15),
even before they are ready to hold
jobs. It can give them a better
sense of what's out there and
helps them to identify their own
talents. Some businesses, even
those which have no jobs for
youth, may want to collaborate
with a school or with a community
organization in order to give
young people a chance to learn
about the jobs in their company,
through "job shadowing"(where a
young person follows an
employee through his work day),
through providing company
representatives who can spend
time talking to youth groups, or
through short-term internships for
youth in "try-out" jobs.

The decision-making pro-
cess practiced in the previous
exercise, "Decide for Yourself,"
can be adapted and applied to
career exploration. Participants
can go through these steps:

1. Identify careers they think they
would like, would be good at, or
don't know much about and
would like to investigate further.

2. Gather relevant information
(newspaper or magazine articles,
library research, telephone or
in-person interviews with people
currently pursuing these careers,
job visits, invited speakers, etc.).

3. Have participants consider
their own values, enthusiasm,
talents, and interests in choosing
three jobs to explore.

12
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Program
Summary

As the Y.E.S. inc. members
prepare for a Computer Career
Exhibition spearheaded by Jeffrey
Johnson, Jeffrey's dad quits his
job as auto parts salesman rather
than learn to use the computer at
the auto repair shop. Though Mr.
Johnson has worked there for
many years, he's angry because
a non-reading working buddy
was let go, and his dignity is
offended by the idea that people
can be replaced by machines.
Jeffrey, believing his father has
been fired and needs his support,
decides to pull out of the Y.E.S.
inc. computer project to spend
more time with his father, leaving
the other Y.E.S. inc. kids in the
lurch. After Sergio and Traci
decide to get involved and go to
talk to Mr. Johnson's employer,
Manny, Jeff's dad agrees to take
computer training at Y.E.S. inc.
and eventually gets his job back.
The Y.E.S. inc. kids see a real-life
example of the fact that computer
skills build on basic reading,
writing, and problem-solving skills.
They also have the chance to
become part of the personal
network that can provide support
to friends and family members
during times of change.

This TV program points out
that adults, as well as young
people, can experience feelings
of threat and insecurity when
confronted with a situation that
requires new learning. It leads
viewers to consider ways of
coping successfully with these
feelings and suggests ways for
them to take the initiative to solve
problems. It also shows the
importance of being supportive of
another person who is
experiencing personal crisis.

This TV program is also
intended to help young people
see the importance of continuous
learning in the process of
developing themselves for the
future. The activities for NATURE'S
RHYTHMS are directed toward
increasing young people's aware-

ness of changing job re-
quirements.

Questions
1. Why was Jetirey's dad so
resistant to the idea of learning
how to use a computer? How did
that violate his concept of himself
(his "self-image")? What did you
think of Jeffrey's statement to his
dad, "You won't be changing.
You'll just be adding something."
Have you had an experience like
this? Describe it.

2. What role did Jeffrey's mom
play in the situation? How else
might she have reacted? Is
Jeffrey's confrontation with his
dad realistic?

3. What seems to characterize
the way the Johnson family reacts
to change and insecurity? Do all
families react this way?What can
kids do in families that don't hurdle
crises as well as the Johnson
family did? How have some
families you have known handled
crises?

4. One point that this drama
makes is that parents can and do
learn from their children, as well
as vice versa. Is this the case in
your family? What are some things
your parents have learned from
you? You from them?

5. Jeffrey's dad says, "If a person
wants to work he needs it like
the air that he breathes." Aside
from money, what kinds of satis-
faction do men and women get
from their work? Does it depend
on the type of work? What things
would make a good job or a bad
job?

6. When Manny and Jeff's dad
talk about how hard Jeffrey's dad
worked to learn the business,
Manny tells him, "You got to keep
learning, now it's computers."
What does it mean to be a life-long
learner? How can a person con-
tinue to learn without constantly
going to school?

7. What do you think of Jeffrey as
the leader for the Y.E.S. inc.
computer exhibition project?
Should the group have chosen
Jeffrey to head their project?

Would someone else have been
better? How would Traci have
been as a leader? How about
Jason?

8. Manny says, "...Every business
around here is into new technol-
ogy...We don't go there, we can't
compete. No one's ever been
able to stop the future from com-
ing." Do you agree? Do you know
anyone who uses a computer in
his or her job? Do you know any
people who have lost their jobs
because of new technologies?
What kinds of jobs will always bE
done by people because of the
human skills involved?



Activities

What Would You Do

Manny, the owner of the
business where Jeffrey's dad
worked, has just laid off one of his
oldest workers, Roosevelt Tinsley,
because he couldn't read (even
though he taught everyone in the
shop their job). Have youth in the
group role play Manny as he
faces laying off Roosevelt Tinsley.
Is there anything else Manny
could have done? (For example,
could he have convinced Mr.
Tinsley to enroll in a remedial
reading course? Or given him a
new work assignment?) How
does he break the news? As a
follow-up, you might have the
group role play the confrontation
between Manny and Jeffrey's
dad, but negotiate an agreement
that works out instead of ending
with Jeffrey's dad walking off the
job.

My Parents' First Job

Ask youth in the group to
spend 15 minutes talking with
their parents about their experi-
ences ;n finding or losing a job.
Some questions that youth might
ask are these:

1. Were you nervous when you
went looking for your first lob?

2. What was the hardest for you
about looking for a job?

3. How did you feel about your-
self?

4. Did anyone heip you get
through the rough spots? How did
they help?

5. Did you go through any
changes in your opinion of your-
self as a result of your experi-
ences?

Youth should write a two-page
summary of the problems their
parents faced and share them
with the group. Youth can discuss
whether their parents faced
similar problems or different kinds

1

of problems. How did their parents'
families support them during the
period of stress when they were
trying to get their job?

Parents and Neighbors
Talking about Their Jobs

Most youth don't have many
chances to find out what's really
involved in their parents' or neigh-
bors' jobs. Ask youth to invite in a
series of "community speakers"
drawn from parents and adults
they know. These visitors can talk
about how they got the job they
currently have and what's involved
in their job. Parents currently
involved in job training in prepara-
tion for a job or to upgrade their
skills can participate in a "life-long
learning" panel and discuss the
ways in which people can con-
tinue to learn throughout their work
life. Be sure to stress to prospec-
tive speakers that their experience
in decision making and coping
with the difficulties of advancing
in a career will be genuinely
helpful to the youth group in
learning about the world of work.

What's My Job

The game played by the
Y.E.S. inc. characters at the
opening of NATURE'S RHYTHMS iS
an easy one to set up and is
based on the old game of
charades.

1. Break the group into two teams
and a third "job-coaching group."

2. Have Team A and Team B
select five job titles to act out. (The
Dictionary of Occupational Titles,
which is available in almost every
library, can be used by teams as
a source of job titles.)

3. Write these job titles on small
slips of paper. Members of each
team alternately draw job titles
from the opposing teams' handful
of paper slips. A team member
who needs help in understanding
what's involved in an unfamiliar
job title can ask the job-coaching
team for help in figuring out with
the use of the dictionary what's
involved in the job they are trying

1 ii

to act out. The job-coaching team
is neutral and gives the best help
it can to both sides.

4. The team that guesses the five
jobs in the least total-elapsed time
wins. Remember, whichever team
wins, both should recognize the
help of the job-coaching team.

This game can also be
played in another version by
assigning job titles for jobs ten
years in the future. Like Jason's
skit at the opening of NATURE'S
RHYTHMS, these can be imaginary
jobs (e.g., space geologist) as well
as ones which actually exist. (The
magazine, The Futurist, put out by
the World Future Society and
listed in the Resources and Model
Projects Appendix of the
Guidebook, is a good source of
descriptions of future jobs and
workplaces, as well as being a fun
magazine for youth to browse
through.)

How the Future Looked
Yesterday

With any new invention, there
is always some anxiety about how
it will affect people's job security
and accustomed ways of doing
things. What's different today is
the rate of change it all hap-
pens so fast. Often people ale
negative about new inventions
because they are frightened of
them. At other times, their skepti-
cism is right on target. Have your
youth group develop skits around
the following:

A. A buggy r' aker's reaction in
1900 upon heying someone say
that every family will have one of
the newfangled automobiles.
What happens when someone
suggests that some families will
have more than one automobile
and that even teenagers will have
their own automobiles?

B. A ship owner's reaction upon
learning that the Wright Brothers'
flimsy airplane will be used to
move cargo around the world in
a matter of hours.

C. A teacher's reaction in 1930
when he/she hears that television



will be used to help educate
people in some situations.

D A guitar player's reaction in.
1940 when he/she hears that
some people are thinking of
inventing an "electric guitar."

E. Any other situation that you
want to create.

Find Out for Yourself

The requirements for jobs
such as "welder," "teacher," and
"electronics assembler" can vary
from one geographical area (local
labor market) to another, and from
one company to another (indus-
try), even though they carry the
same job title. The Computer
Career Exhibition project por-
trayed in NATURE'S RHYTHMS IS
one where Y.E.S. inc. participants
are collecting information on jobs
and loading it into a computerized
database.

You can set up a similar
project. Here are the steps:

1. Familiarize youth in your group
with the "Yellow Pages" in the
phone book. Using typical "Yellow
Page" headings, youth can
choose general industry areas
that they are interested in inves-
tigating from "Automobile Cus-
tomizing" to "Wind Energy Sys-
tems" (actual headings).

2. Have each participant choose
one heading that most interests
them. Have each participant plan
to contact two employers listed
under that heading to ask what
kinds of jobs are involved in their
business. Participants should also
plan to ask what skills and prepa-
ration are needed for each of
these jcb categories.

3. Review telephone skills with
participants. Be sure youth state
clearly that they are calling not to
ask for a job, but as part of an
assignment to learn more about
what local employers are like and
what kinds of skills and attitudes
they are looking for in their employ-
ees.

4. Have youth call employers.

As part of the group's discussion,
explore whether different employ-
ers had different requirt.ments for
the same job title (e.g., "bookkeep-
er," "car mechanic"). Also discuss
the difference between industries
and jobs.

Ask an Expert

Brainstorm with your young
people to identify questions they
have about the future and invite
some qualified speakers to
address these questions. In the
process of talking about the
changing world of work and the
future, they are likely to give a
good overview of the present as
well.

Speakers may be available
from local businesses, govern-
ment, universities, unions, or from
your local Private Industry Council.

Some of the kinds of issues
to ask speakers to cover are:

1. What kinds of jobs will be
available locally in the next ten
years?

2. What kinds of skills will be
required in those jobs?

3. How are familiar work tasks
likely to be reorganized and
changed as a result of new
technology?

4. What advice do you have for
youth program participants who
are trying to prepare themselves
for careers? For those who are
trying to make career decisions
that are right for them personally?

1

Thouqht for Today

Family

In the winter of 1982, over 1.
million unemployed, adult worke
(40% of them black) were not
even looking for work because
they didn't think there were any
jobs available. Some of them wer
right.

Many of the Jobs in n-Lanufac
turing lost in the recession will
never again be filled. Througho
the U.S., adults are discovering
that they must learn new skills i

order to compete in today's job
market. Families, friends, and
even whole communities are
sometimes finding themselves
facing the problems of unemploy
ment together.

Youth unemployment isn't
just a "youth" problem," or just
"skills problem," or just a "govern
ment problem." Unemployment i;
a family problem. Whatever you
age, however large or small yot.
family, when one person loses hi:
or her job, everyone in the Tamil
is affected. But, everyone in the
family can help contribute in som,
way to help work things out.



Program
Summary

Traci Jordan deciUes she
will volunteer as a nurse's aid at
the Crenshaw Convalescent
Home to pursue her interest in the
health professions She becomes
friends with one of the patients,
Momma Eunice, a dignified,
well-educated, older woman
who's had a stroke. Traci
becomes very fond of Momma
Eunice, reads to her and in return
gets hints on improving spoken
English, and enjoys the friendship
a great deal. But when Momma
Eunice suffers a second stroke,
Traci fears a loss like the one she
suffered when her grandmother
became disabled. Traci leaves
her job and doesn't return until
gently, but firmly, encouraged to
do so by her friends at Y.E.S. inc.
When she does return to the
convalescent home, she finds

lomma Eunice is improved and
able to walk, and Traci s fears turn
out to be exaggerated. As Traci
and Momma Eunice talk, Traci
realizes how much Momma
Eunice has missed her and how
much they really needed each
other while Momma Eunice was
temporarily disabled. Its also
clear that whether in a job situation
or a career exploration strategy,
following through and sticking to
it are important skills of maturity.

This TV program points out
that part of becoming mature is
accepting different realities like
sickness and aging. Traci's inter-
est in helping others isn't enough
to make her a good health profes-
sional; she also needs to learn
how to accept the inevitable and
how to deal with her own personal
conflicts and needs without
deberting others in the process.

The activities are intended to
help young people explore career
options through a variety of com-
munity and media resources.

Questions

1. What are some of tne differeo:
jobs Traci has a chance to
observe or try out by voiLnteering
to work at Denshaw Convales-
cent Hospita ? What shills are
needed for each of them?

2. How helpful are the adults she
encounters in assisting her to be
effective in performing these jobs?
For example, how well does the
nurse at the switchboard instruct
Traci for the job of answering the
telephone? What might she have
done differently? Did you think
Traci's mom was helpful? Why do
you think Traci didn't want to tell
her mom what was going on?
How should parents relate to kids
who are having problems they
don't want to talk about? How
should kids relate to parents who
are having problems?

3. In what ways is Momma
Eunice a role model for Traci?
How does she help Traci? Would'
you like to be like Momma Eunice
when you grow older? What can
the generations learn from one
another and do for one another?
Name older people you have
known who have made a contribu-
tion to your life.

4. Which personal qualities make
Traci good at her nurse's aid job?
What are Traci's qualities or skills
that need development? What
can she do to further develop her
strengths?

5. What does Traci learn about
different kinds of language and
their appropriate uses? What are
some of the different situations in
daily life in which you are likely to
use different languages (ways of
talking)? Have you ever "blown it"
by using an inappropriate style of
talking in a particular situation?
(For instance, do you talk the
same way with your friends as you
do with your minister?)

1.J

6. How do Traci's memories of
her relationship MI- he grand-
mother influence her reaction 10
the stroke that Momma Euncc,
had? f low else might she have
handled the situation? How do
various people help Traci get
back to the convalescent centel
and her responsibilities there?

7. What does Traci learn from thi
series of events? About herself?
About the health profession?
About the balance between
personal needs and professions
responsibilities?

8. How does your ability to
handle life crises carry over into
job effectiveness?



Activities

Television and the
World of Work

To help students think about
the way the world of work is
portrayed on commercial televi-
sion, ask students to compare
and contrast TIME FOR MYSELF with
their favorite hospital television
program ( QUINCY, GENERAL HOSPI-
TAL, etc). The discussion should
include these points:

1. What do television producers
seem to assume the American
public wants to see on hospital
programs? Service? Professional-
ism? Disasters and crises?

2. How realistic are the lives/suc-
cesses of the characters por-
trayed in the television drama?

3. What jobs or roles do the men
have? What jobs or roles do the
women have?

4. What racial or religious back-
ground do most people have in
television dramas?

5. In general, what idea would a
visitor get about American work
life if that person only watched
situation comedies, TV dramas, or
soap operas?

6. What can you conclude about
role models available on commer-
cial television?

7. What impressions is Traci likely
to get of the health professions if
all she does is watch television?
In contrast, what has she learned
by serving as a volunteer in the
hospital and getting some hands-
on experience?

Some participants might be
interested in doing some further
research on this subject. They
could identify jobs they're inter-
ested in and then keep track of
the way they are shown on televi-
sion: in the news, in dramas, and
in general interest programs. They
could contrast that with portrayals
in magazines and newspapers,
plus whatever they might know
from experience or through talking
with those who actually hold those
jobs. (See worksheet, p.27)
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Language and Jobs

Through her experience at
the switchboard and her conver-
sations with Momma Eunice, Traci
learns how important it is to be
able to speak the language
appropriate to the situation. For
job flexibility in many multicultural
cities, its handy to be able to
speak Spanish, as well as other
languages. For communication
purposes in a variety of social and
professional situations, it's essen-
tial to know the difference between
"street" English and "public"
English.

Have your participants role
play the following situations using
whatever "language" is appro-
priate to the conversation:

A. Traci is getting bad grades
and has decided to drop out of
school. She has conversations
with a series of different people,
each of whom tries to talk her out
of it:

the school principal
an older girl just out of jail
Traci's minister

her best friend
a local shopkeeper

B. Jeffrey has been at prep
school for a semester on a special
fellowship. He comes back for a
visit and runs into a variety of
people who ask him what it's like
at prep school:

his former English teacher
some younger, neighborhood
kids playing in the yard

Mike Sunday, the neighbor-
hood police officer

his younger brother, Jamaal,
who has just started his own rock
band

the girl he used to have a crush
on when he was younger

C. Sergio has volunteered to
teach computer skills to local,
former gang members who are on
probation (but out of reform
school only for as long as they
attend school). He shares his
views on the importance of com-

puters for the future of youth with
these people:

one of the probationers he
works with

the president of the company
who donated the computers he's
using

his aunt, who owns her own
grocery store

the local Urban League (where
he's been invited as a guest
luncheon speaker)

After each series of role
plays, have your youth discuss
the ways language changed with
the situation: style, content, slang,
nonverbal language, local expres-
sions, formality, etc. Have them
analyze who did the best job of
using language appropriate to the
situation.

20



Oral History

Traci is amazed as Momma
Eunice introduces her to black
writers she has never heard of
before and to a new sense of
language. Older people in the
community are a valuable source
of information, but much of their
information dies with them. Get
youth ii your group to do a short
oral history of your community. If
older Chicano people in the
community want to tell their stories
in Spanish, have youth in the
group practice their bilingual skills
translating the narratives.

A bit of preliminary research
can give youth an idea of the
kinds of information older people
have that might be interesting.
Young people may also find that
much of this history may give a
new perspective on employrr nt.
(See worksheet, p. 29,)

Time to Help Others

Ask youth in your group to
spend an afternoon discussing
what they could best do to help
out another group in the commun-
ity. What are the most pressing
needs? Is it possible for a group
of young people to do anything to
help out?

Have youth develop a list of
people with whom to discuss their
ideas. The list might include
parents, representatives of the
group youth would like to help,
local government officials, or
representatives of community
organizations. Youth groups have
successfully worked in tutoring
other youth, in volunteering at
hospitals or senior centers, in
community improvement projects
to weatherproof older people's
houses, etc.

For details on how to make
this kind of project succeed, it is
well worthwhile to order the
National Commission on Re-
source booklets, Youth Participa-
tion and New Roles for Early
Adolescents in Schools and
Communities. (Also see Resources

and Model Projects Appendix of the
Guidebook for examples of
successful youth-developed
community projects.)
(See worksheet, p. 28.)

Talking to Parents and Famiiy
Members

Encourage your youth to
discuss the issues raised in this
program with their families. Illness,
loneliness, old age, and death are
taboo topics in many families, but
discussion of them can bring
people closer together.

Thouahr for Today

Teenage Pregnancy
and Childbearing

The chances of a 14-year
old girl becol ning pregnant befo
she reaches 21 years of age a
40%

For many teenage mother
having a child is one way to
acquire responsibility, as well a
someone who cares about the
often against their better ludg-
ment. One young, black mothe
age 18, had this to say:

"1! I could do it over, I guess I
na,:e any kids But then

somettrnes I think maybe there's
Bally notnin' out there to do. You
know. maybe rrn not really missing
nothiln"c-Juse ;(.)rnelimes if you
don't have nobody in your Irfe. then
ti don't really mean nothin' Rut you
know, the thing was, I A'aS Just
WUna I was lust trying to find Out
what life was about

In a study of poverty in
America over a ten-year period
61% of the families found to be
persistently poor were householc
headed by women, many of
whom were teenage mothers wh
had dropped out of school.

The face of poverty in
America is female a portrait
a mother supporting her child,
children, on her own.
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Program
Summary

Angie Flores' desire to
become a fashion designer is the
subject of this drama. To "get in"
the fashion environs, Angie takes
a job in the office of her cousin's
clothing design business working
on clerical and bookkeeping
tasks. She soon runs into trouble
because she leaves her job
unfinished to talk to the morels
and designers. After being pol'tely
called on her irresponsibility,
Angie manages to talk her cousin
into hiring Traci to help out with
the office taskS. Angie mistakenly
thinks this will free her for more
adventurous work. She soon has
a new problem on her hands
when she realizes that she has
misplaced a crucial message
which almost ruins the shop's
seasonal fashion show. After
being given a choice between
performing her job professionally
or leaving the shop, Angie overre-
acts and quits. In the end, Angie
learns that she must use her
present skills before she can take
the opportunity to learn new ones.

Some of the tensions young
people feel as they attempt to
map out a career is due to their
high aspirations for a glamorous,
successful future while facing the
immediate realities of acquiring
skills, doing nitty-gritty work tasks,
and meeting the daily responsibil-
ities of entry-level jobs. Part of
finding one's career is to dream
big dreams, to get excited about
possibilities, to have bright hopes
for the future. Part of it, also, is to
do unglamorous tasks well and
faithfully, knowing that a true
"professional" is one who does
what needs to be done with
capability, commitment, and
conscientiousness.

This program is intended to
help young people learn to "pay
their dues" in order to achieve
their aspirations. The activities for
TOP OF THE LINE are directed
toward increasing young people's
awareness of their attitudes about
work and success.

Questions

1. Was Angie really prepared to
take on this job? How realistic was
she about what would be
involved? What could her coun-
selor, Miss Merritt, have done to
better prepare her for what lay
ahead? (Participants might role
play a counseling session
between Angie and Miss Merritt.)

2. What were Angie's strong
points for this job? What were her
weak points? What main change
did she have to make in order to
be a success on the job?'

3. What is Angie's dream? What
is the role of dreams and fantasies
in getting ahead? How can they
be assets? How can they get in
the way of achieving success?

4. When Marielena confronts
Angie, she tells her, "Then learn
this, because this is bottom
line. Fashion is a business. If your
books aren't in order and you
can't get any shipments, then you
can design all you want. There
won't be any dresses only
fantasies. What you have to learn
first is how to work in a professional
manner." One of the problems
between Angie and Marielena is
that they each had somewhat
different expectations about why
Angie was there and what she
would do. What did Angie expect
to learn? What did Marielena
expect her to learn? How did they
handle their communication
problem?

5. Did Marielena go "stra ght to
the top"? What things helped her
get to where she is today? How
does she feel about "paying her
dues"? How does she feel about
where she is today?
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6. What could Angie have done
differently in this situation to have
avoided the problems she
encountered while still achieving
her own goals? What co
Marielena have done differently?
How about Miss Merritt? What role
did Traci play?

7. What are the possible futures
for Angie? What's the best that
can happen to her? The worst?
What can she do to make the
difference?

8. In learning a new job, what are
your responsibilities to yourself?
What are your responsibilities to
your employer and to the job
situation?

1



Activities

Moving toward Success

1. Ask each participant to keep a
diary with a place to write about
the following items for each week
they're in the program:

My career exploration goal
for the week and the risks
involved
My successes (related to
goal)
My feelings about the goal
and related pressures

My feelings about the suc-
cesses or failures of others
in the group

2. On Monday of each week:
have participants set their goals
for the week.

3. During the week: participants
should update the diary whenever
something pertinent happens.

4. Every Friday: spend 30 minutes
discussing activities, successes,
failures, feelings, etc. At these
meetings, youth should help each
other analyze failures and suc-
cesses and suggest ways to
cope with failures realistically. The
tone of these discussions should
be supportive and relaxed. Each
young person should try to be
open about their feelings and
make positive suggestions to
others.

Ten Years Later

Have each young person
role play the following situation:

Ten years from now, Angie
runs into Traci while she is shop-
ping and updates Traci on what's
happened in the past ten years.
During their visit, either Anaie or
Traci must bring up the time when
they lost the note at Marielena's.
This leads to a discussion of the
lessons they learned from the
experience.
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Role Models and Mentors

For Angie, Marielena repre-
sents someone Angie wants to be
like (a role model), someone from
whom she can learn, and some-
one who will show her the ropes
(a mentor). Marielena represents
a person with whom Angie can
identify and who has a future
Angie would like to have.

In a group discussion (or in
written form), ask participants to
describe people in their lives who
are or have been role models for
them and who represent a future
they'd like to have. Ask them to list
the attractive qualities of that
person the things they'd like to
imitate. (It need not be someone
known personally; it could be from
a book or television.) If it is a
person in their own lives, they
might also list ways that person
has helped them.

Have each person compare
what they wrote, then conduct a
general discussion about what
one can do to choose good role
models and mentors.
(See worksheet, p. 30.)
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The Firing Game

Have youth in the group pair
off. In each pair, one youth is the
"employer." The other is the
"young worker." Each employer/
worker pair will role play a situation
where the employer fires the
worker for doing something
wrong. Some situations to role
play are the following:

A) The worker arrives at work
late and states that the bus he or
she was riding on broke down.
The employer doesn't believe it
and fires the worker.

B) A furniture factory worker
misreads his instructions for a
work order and dips all the chair
legs into the wrong color of paint.
The employer insults the worker
and says that even a child could
have done better. The worker
walks off the job.

C) The dispatcher in a tow truck
business gets a message that a
car is broken down ten miles out
of town and that the driver will pay
double to get the car towed to a
garage right away. The boss has
told the dispatcher that he doesn't
want to be disturbed under any
circumstances before 9 A.M. The
boss fires the dispatcher when he
arrives at work and finds that the
dispatcher didn't tell him about the
disabled car.

D) Invent more situations of your
own.

When an employer/worker
pair has completed the role
playing, ask the group to give the
employer advice on how he or she
could have been a better employ-
er and avoided firing the
employee. Now, have the pair
trade roles (with the "bad employ-
er" becoming the "worker") and
have them both go through the
role playing, trying to work things
out. The young worker should try
to make the employer's job easier
by trying to work things out
(apologizing for the mistake, etc.).
How realistic does the group think
their role playing is?



Working Women

Have youth in your group
take a survey of businesses in
your neighborhood. How many
businesses are run by women?
(The survey should include
enough businesses to ensure that
several women proprietors are
included.) What do male
employers think is most needed
for women to succeed in busi-
ness? What do women employers
think is needed to get ahead in
business? How many of the boys
in the group think that women can
be successful in business? How
many of the girls think that women
can be successful in business?
Discuss what the reasons for
differing responses from males
and females on this subject might
be.
(See worksheet, p. 31 .)

Thought for Today

Employer
Perspectives

When people think of busi-
nesses that are actively involved
in solving the current youth
employment problem, they usually
think of large corporations like
MacDonalds and IBM. Actually,
small employers are aware of
what's happening in their local
communities and are just as
capable of impacting youth
unemployment. In fact, 2/3 of all
new jobs in our economy are
provided by small companies.

Most employers agree on
certain criteria: they want to hire
those youth who know how to
perform on the job, who have a
"good" attitude, who are produc-
tive, and who are reliable. Most
employers feel that if youth have
these basic foundations to build
on, and demonstrate a desire to
learn, then business is interested
in them.

Here are some of the other
concerns highlighted by the
Vice President's Task Force on
Youth Employment in Private
Sector-Education Roundtable
Series (Final Report, October
1978):

Schools should introduce
children to jobs and careers
in the elementary grades and
continue to reinforce learning
with progressive exposure to
the world of work.

Work experience should in-
volve productive work which
is valued by both the employ-
er and the community.

Employers should be en-
couraged to provide youth
with opportunities to briefly
explore unfamiliar careers
and work sites.

Sometimes, youth and em-
ployers don't agree about who's
responsible for learning and who's
responsible for teaching.
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Good communication skit
play a large part in making tr
experience of learning successft
Otherwise, the conflict is inevit
ble. No matter who's right or wron
a beginning worker usually f-l
the most to lose in the long run
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Activities

Identifying Career Goals

Ossie dreamed of being an
astronaut, but did nothing con-
crete to make his dream come
true. The following exercise gives
a structure for goal setting, self-
analysis, and planning. Have
participants complete an activity
worksheet where they:

1 Identify a career goal they want
to achieve.

2. Dec ,de how badly they want to
ache that goal compared to the
other :lings that are happening in
their lives.

3. Identify the feelings they would
have if they reached the goal. If
they failed?

4. List personal feelings and
attitudes that can help them as
they work toward this goal. (I'm
improving, I'm getting better, I'm
practicing.)

5. List feelings and attitudes that
might be obstacles. (I can't, I won't,
I'm afraid, I don't want to.)

6. List "external" things that might
block achievement. (Lack of time,
no equipment, lack of money,
resistance from others, bad luck,
poor skills, inappropriate goals.)

7. List sources of help that might
be available. (Parents, expert
advice from a professional,
friends, etc.)

This activity worksheet could
be set up as a balance sheet of
"assets" and "liabilities." Discuss
with participants how liabilities
can be changed into assets.
(See worksheet, p. 32.)

Identifying Skills and Talents

To help youth identify ways
they might develop their talents
and capabilities, have them
brainstorm a list of talents or skills
they'd like to develop and defi-
ciencies they'd like to remedy.
Then, have them list some steps
to take to build on their strong
points and to make up for their
weak points.

In pairs, have tnem go over
each other's list and suggest
other options their partner may
have overlooked
(See worksheet, p. 34,)

First Day at School

Have participants role play
Jeffrey's first day at his new school
in a series of conversations he
might have:

A. With three other newcomers to
the prep school: a black from
another neighborhood, an Italian
who's been in America only five
years, and a Vietnamese student
who's new to the county. They
compare notes on how they're
feeling about entering this new
setting.

B. With a very well-to-do, "prep-
pie" guy who is terrible ai math
and has to take difficult, advanced
math courses this semester.

C. With a young teacher who's
new to the school.

Have participants discuss
the role plays. What kinds of fears
did different people have? What
advice would you give to help
overcome their concerns and to
make a success of the situation.
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A Different Ending

Have students create a dif-
ferent ending, either in writing or
through a role play, for Ossie's
story. Instead of foolishly losing his
life while playing and drinking on
the roof, have Ossie leave town.
You might suggest they write a
letter from Ossie to his friends in
the neighborhood ten years from
now which tells what he's done,
how he did it, and how he feels
about it.

People Who Have Succeeded

Research some successful
people from various ethnic back-
grounds who've overcome pov-
erty in their lifetime. Here is a list
of some well-known people:

Toni Morrison
Barbara Jordan
Jesse Jackson
Malcolm X
Cesar Chavez
Piri Thomas
Rudolpho Anaya
Maxine Hong Kingston
Harold Washington

(Many of these are writers whose
books are available at the library.)

Have youth present brief
reports on them, discussing these
questions:

1. What things did they have to
overcome?

2. How did they go about doing it?

3. How do they feel about the
process?

4. How do they feel about them-
selves now?

4



Set Up a Job Club

As your youth program ends
or as the school year comes to an
end, adolescents leaving the
group will be faced with the
ongoing need for opportunities to
build their employability skills or
with finding employment. Work
with members of your group to set
up an informal job club. This job
club can be organized with
nothing more than a two-page list
of club members' telephone
numbers and addresses, and the
decision and commitment by
members to support each other:

in sharing information about
job openings;

helping each other develop
letters to prospective employers;

in updating resumes;

analyzing how a job interview
went and learning from the experi-
ence;

in providing encouragement
when the next step seems fright-
ening and overwhelming,

in providing support when
things don't work out.

At times, it may be important
for job club members to get
together to look through the
newspaper at the same time or to
support each other as they take
that first step and dial an employ-
er's number to inquire about jobs.
At other times, they can stay in
touch by telephone. If the club is
to stay together, members should
probably get together at least
once a week, even if its just for a
half hour of socializing. If a youth
program is good, the end of the
program may well threaten a
young person, who's excited and
motivated, with the loss of security
and self-confidence gained from
the group experience. Staying in
ruuch means they can take the
Youth Employment Skills Center
with them. Just as Jeffrey learned
to lock back on good times with
Ossie, you can encourage youth
to stay in touch even when it
seems that a whole period of their
life is over

Overcoming Your Own Fears

To help youth identify we'
they might be able to overcorr
their own fear of new situation:
have students think of possiblE
new situations that lead to feeling
of fear and insecurity (new schol
new job, moving to a new neic
borhood, trying out a new schc
in the area, etc.). List these sift.
lions on the blackboard or on
poster paper so that each par
ticipant can choose one to inyeE
tigate further.

Have students list the wa
that they think they would be
affected by the new situation th
selected. Have them discuss wii
each other:

1. What are some productive
ways to handle this problem?

2. What could I personally do
about this problem?

3. Who could I turn to for help wit
this problem?
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(-3 What's Important in Your
Life?

ii nd write this in
there: 'You can con-

sider yourself lucky this
time, too, Zac, because it's
not too late to get it
together yet.' Oh, and sign
it MISTER Sergio
Hernandez.
(Sego)

Instructions

Some things in your life are more
important to you than others. We've
listed 23 feelings, ideas, or goals for
you to think about. Rate each
according to how important it is to
you. Put "1" next to what is most
important, "23" next to what is least
important, and so forth.

It's not easy, is it? It helps to rank each
one by how important you feel it is,
not by how good you are at it, or how
real it is in your life. Be sure to write
any questions or ideas that you'd like
to discuss in the space marked
"notes." For example, you may not
have a computer, but if you think they
are important you might rank "under-
standing the technological future"
high.

Remember, this is a personal exercise
to give you information about yourself.
Be honest. No one else will see your
sheet. If you find out that you value
something on the list, but are not
good at it, what do you do next?
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RATING
a) Handling peer pressure
b) Being loyal to friends
c) Planning for the future
d) Getting basic academic skills
e) Becoming an individual
f) Daring to be different
g) Taking risks
h) Communicating with others
i ) Achieving your dreams
j ) Getting a job
k) Getting along with your family
I ) Fear of failure
m) Fear of success
n) Becoming a leader
o) Dealing with drugs
p) Understanding the technological future
q) Being a gang member
r) Controuting to the community
s) Being treated as an adult
t ) Finding people you can turn to
u) Exploring different careers
v) Feeling good about yourself
w)Accepting responsibility
x) Fear of leaving friends behind

NOTES

3



Examining the Meaning of
Success

o you know how
many friends I have

in the cemetery? In jail?
Strung out? Guys I grew up
with. I look like a success
story compared to them.
Jeffrey, I ain't got much,
ain't done much...but I ain't
dead yet either",

jOhnson)

Instructions

Do you dream about being suc-
cessful? Do you know what it will take
to pet there? Everyone wants to be
successful. Do you have ideas about
why sorne people make it and others
do not? It can't just be luck. Or can it?

On this worksheet is a list of things
that may determine someone's
success. Fill out two copies; one to
keep and one to hand in without
putting your name on it so that the
results can be tallied into the "group's
profile." Afterward, compare your
answers with the group's and discuss
the difference.

Rank your answers so that "1" is high
or very important, and "5" is low or
not important at all. If you say what
you think, you can have a lively
discussion on this one

RATING
a) How you dress
b) Who your heroes are
c) How hard you work in school
d) How many risks you're willing to take
e) How much You know about different jot
f ) Who your friends are
g) What you do when others give you advil

or criticism
h) What you do outside of school
i ) Who your parents are
j ) How willing you are to learn new things
k) How much other people feel they can

count on you
I ) How pretty or handsome you are
m) How lucky you are
n) How well you solve problems
o) How well you get along with people
p) How willing you are to learn from your

your mistakes
q) How much money you have

NOTES



Li Television and the World
of Work

CIhen learn this, be-
cause this is bot-

tom line. Fashion is a bus-
iness. If your books aren't
in order and you can't get
shipments, then you can
design all you want. There
won't be any dresses.
Only fantasies",
(Alarteiena)

Instructions

Most of us watch a lot of television.
Our views about what it means to
have a job and get ahead in life are
affected by the programs we watch
Do TV programs tell it like It is? Before
you take a look, think about it! What
would you say?

You can do an investigation. Pick one
channel that you usually watch. Get
your family to agree to watch the
same station from 7 P.M. to 10 P.M.
As you watch the programs, notice
how work and getting ahead are
portrayed. Make enough copies of
this worksheet so you have enough
for all the programs. Fill out the
worksheet at the end of each show.

Well, what do you think? Is the world
of work presented in a real way? You
might discuss this with your family as
you watch television. Compare your
notes with your friends. Are the
pe-)ple and their stories like real life?
In what ways are they real and not
real?

What do you think it all means?

(Make several copies of this form for
each show one for each character
you are observing.)
(See related activity, p. 15.)
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Time of Day:

Program Tido

Character:

Race:

Job/Profession:

What if lakes this
character fo Liel ahead
di WOrii:



Time to Help Others

ike Sunday just
Li called. He needs

volunteers to help out at
Ma Bates' Second-hand
Store ... It's a fund drive for
the convalescent home.

44What are we waiting
for team?

Let's go get 'eml,
1.1,150r!)

Instructions

Everyday, each of us sees something
in our community that we would like
to work at to improve. It may be
something in our school or on the
corner where we hang out. We all
want to contribute to our neighbor-
hood to make it a really great place
to live.

You can do itl Make a commitment,
develop a plan, organize yourself,
and get community support. Once
your group has come up with a
project, you can begin to work on your
plan. Pick something that is manage-
able. A small project is usually wise
the first time around.

Using these questions, begin by
talking to key people in your commu-
nity. Make a list of people to interview
(your parents, local officials, business
people, and important organizations).
After you complete the interviews, use
the information to help you plan your
community service project. This way
others will have a chance to be
involved in your project, helping to
make it successful.
(See related activity, p. 16 .)

I What is the problem?

What is its history?

2 How have you tried to solve the problem in the
past? Why didn't it work?

A What do you think are the most promising new
o directions to take?

How can we help you with the problem? What
a kinds of talents and skills do you need? What

activities need to be done?

Who else should we contact for suggestions and
gye advice?



Oral History

nd I speak about
three versions or

dialects of English
street, southern and what
we call 'public English,'
the kind we use in every
day speech, like on the
phone. It wouldn't hurt you
to brush up on that, Traci",
(Momma Eunice)

Instructions

If you are lucky enough to have a
grandparent or a great-aunt who
loves to tell childhood stories, then
you know that growing up in the
'good old days" was different than
growing up is for you. Here's a
chance to find out more about what
it was really like.

These questions will help you get a
full picture from each person you
interview. First of all, pick one person
from each of three generations (a
grandparent, a parent, and a teen-
ager) They can be from the same
family, but don't need to be.

Try to fill out this worksheet completely
with each of them, getting the same
number of responses for each
question. Compare your results. How
do the answers differ from generation
to generation? Are their answers
typical? In what way are they typical
and in what way are they not?

Did you learn something valuable
from someone older? If so, what was
it? If not, how could you have?
(See related activity, p. 16 )
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What were the things that were of major concernI to you when you were between the ages of four-
teen and seventeen?
a

b

c

d

What things do you feel are most important for a
igf, happy work life?

a.

b.

c.

d.

What are the problems that usually have to be
je solved between employer and employee?

a

b

c.

d.

A What advice would you give to the employer of
at a teenager?

a

b

d

5.
What advice would you give to a teenager with
his or her first job?
a

b

c.

d

34



Role Models and Mentors

ason, I sure would
like to see some of

your partners take their
futures a little more ser-
iously...lf you keep your act
together and don't go
back to goofing off maybe
some of them will follow
your example.,"
(It.fhe Stmciav'

Instructions

Do you have someone you admire
and want to be like'? Someone who
you know well, or maybe a movie star
or a famous athlete? This person is a
role model.

A mentor is someone who helps you
get ahead in life. Your mentor might
be a teacher or your employer.

What is the difference between role
models and mentors and how are
they different in your life? Make a list
of people who have been your role
models and your mentors. (You may
want to use one worksheet for each.)
Write the qualities that you admire, the
things you'd like to imitate or learn.
Include how they look, their Job, and
what is special about them. Don't limit
your role models to people you know.
A role model can be someone you
saw on television or read about in a
book.

Compare your list with those of your
friends to see how they are similar or
different.

If you need good role models or
mentors, where do you find them?
(See related activity, p. 19 .)

The
Person

1.

2.

3;j



Working Women

66 kay, Jason, if you
could read the appli-

cation and it saia I was a
good driver with
paramedic experience ?.."
(Angle)

4411
hen, I'd have to give
you serious consid-

eration for the job. Even
though, personally, I don't
think women can drive
fast!!
(Jason)

Instructions

Can women really "make it,, in the
world of work? Can they be success-
ful? Can they do any job a man can
do? What do you think? From talking
to others and from your experience,
what do you think other people think?
Men? Women?

Now that you've guessed what others
think, find out for sure. Go to your local
Chamber of Commerce, business
and women's clubs, or other civic
groups. Tell them you are taking a poll
and need the names of successful
men and women to interview on the
subject of "working women." Choose
people who work in businesses that
you would like to work in, if possible.

Use these questions in your inter-
views (whether they are by telephone
or in person). Be sure to make
enough copies of this worksheet.

After the interviews are completed,
discuss the results with your group.
Do the guys in your group feel the
same as the girls? What might be the
reasons for differences in opinion?
(See related activity, p. 20.)

What do you think is needed for success inI business?

Do you think both women and men can be
4 successful? What are the barriers to business

success for men? For women? What advantages
do men have over women? What advantages do
women have over men?

2 Do you think you would have gotten ahead easier
in your business if you had been a man instead of
a woman (or vice versa, if you're interviewing
a man)?

4 (Add some of your own questions.)



Identifying Career Goals

" Inever told anyone
this, but I've always

wanted to be an astronaut.
Go to some new planet
and start a whole new way
of life,
(OSS,.;')

Instructions

Do you want to be an astronaut? An
accountant? A robotics repair per-
son? A television engineer? A scientist
finding a cure for cancer?

What's holding you back? Whatever
it is, it is called a liability. What's in
your favor? Your strong points are
your assets

This exercise puts it on the line. Take
a long, hard look at yourself. Whatever
you want to be, you have to know
what your assets and liabilities are
before you can plan how to reach
your career goal.

Fili out this worksheet (see the sample
and fill out the reverse side of this
worksheet). Discuss with the group
how you can turn your iiabiiities into
assets How can you build upon your
assets?
(See related activity, p. 23 .)

Sample Activity

Goal: To be art ai;tronnut

Assets

How badly do I want Very much
to achieve this goal

How will I fee! ,f Successful, proud
succeed

Attitudes that hop Willing to work
hard

Attitudes that
hold you back

Outside things that
might get in the way

Sources of help Tutoring from my
math teacher

Notes

Liabilities

Might become
alienated from my
friends

Fear of change,
fear I can't make it

Pressure from
friends not to try



MY CAREER GOALS

Goal:

Assds
How badly do I want
to achieve this
goal

How will I feel if
I succeed

Attitudes that help

Attitudes that hold
you back

Outside things
that might get in
the way

Sources of help

TOTALS:

Liabilities



DIdentifying Skills and Talents

eah, well, I think
aptitude tests are

dumb. I mean, how can
you explain a test that says
I don't have any verbal
skills when everybody
who knows me knows I
can talk. Hey, I play the
dozens better than any-
body'',
(Jason)

Instructions

Stop and think! If you were the owner
of a small business (or a large
business), you would invest in that
business to hire the best workers, to
buy the best equipment, and to get
the best advertising. You would also
have to correct any problems as they
came up. If you didn't, you would lose
money.

Now think of yourself as your own
small business. You need to know
your talents so that you can invest in
them, and your weaknesses so that
you can correct them. Use this
exercise to get a true picture of your
skills and talents. Then you can begin
to improve your business (yourself).
Ask a partner to read your list and
make suggestions. You can give your
reactions to each other's lists by
giving your honest opinion. Remem-
ber to be tactful in your suggestions.
(See related activity, p. 23.)

Sample Activity
My strong points Ways to build and develop them

Artistic ability Volunteer to do posters and art
work for local school's
Community Fair

Good listener, Volunteer to assist with local
sympathetic "hotline" counseling service
person available to teens in the area

My weak points Ways to overcome them

Poor in math Develop a neighborhood
"support group" consisting of
other kids who are poor at math
and want to improve themselves.
Find a local teen who is a math
whiz and get him or her to help
you learn (perhaps in return for
some art lessons).

Identifying Your Shills
and Talents

My strong points Ways to build and develop them

My weak points Ways to overcome them
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Extending
Y.E.S. inc.
in
Your
Schools
and
Community

Program Type

Learning/Work Experience
Programs

Business/Community
Partnerships

School Classrooms

Summer Youth, Recreation,
and Camp Programs

Short, Job-Search Work-
shops

Counseling Groups

There is no single "super
agency" that takes care of all the
needs of youth. From schools, to
churches, and youth employment
programs, the diversity of organi-
zations serving youth is extraordin-
ary. This Guidebook has been
designed to be used within a
variety of programs, both those
structured to work with individual
youth and those structured to
work with groups of young people.

In this section, you will find
"modules" which sketch out ways
you can use Y.E.S. inc. in your
particular program. Even though
every youth program is an indi-
vidual one which reflects your
judgment of what works best for
your youth group, you can use
these ideas to create a s-amework
for experimenting with , .E.S. inc.
materials.

Check the modules listed at
the beginning of this section to
find which best describes the
kinds of services you are providing
for your youth group (e.g., formal
service programs such as schools
versus informal service programs
like volunteer-based "Big
Brothers" or "Big Sisters"). Then
review that module to see how it
can be useful in adapting Y.E.S.
inc. for your youth program.
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Thought for Today

Dropping Out
of High School

Across the country today,
almost 42% of all adolescent
Chicanos never finish high school;
22% of young blacks don't make
it through either. Altogether, 1.4
million youth in the U.S. fall into this
"diploma gap" and don't have this
basic certification of job prepara-
tion.

In a recent national survey of
employers who did hire youth,
38% required high school diplo-
mas. Fifty percent felt they were
desirable, but not so much as
evidence of competence, rather
as evidence of stability and
responsibility.

Whatever the causes, many
high-school dropouts really
wanted to learn. Here's one
16-year-old Anglo male's assess-
ment of his experience:

"Well, I was going to school and
they was passing me, but I wasn't
learning nothing. I was there, but
they wasn't teaching me nothing.
They didn't care about teaching
me nothing. They figured I was too
dumb to learn and I didn't do
anything to help. They let me pass
even though I didn't do anything.
So finally, I just started skipping."'

Others never seem to con-
nect with school. For them, a
chance to learn from the combina-
tion of work experience and
tutoring may well be the only way
for them to acquire the skills they
need to survive in society.

The time and effort it takes to
finish high school may not be an
investment many of our inner-city
youth want to make. In the long
run, it does pay off. In the short
run, when they feel the satisfaction
of learning to make their own
decisions, they will find it's worth-
while to stick with it and make it
through.

1 Gotiiieb,D (1981) Arnerca'sEstrangeo Youth Life
Experiences and Workstyles (Research Report
Contract No 21498004), 50 Washington, DO: US.
Department of Labor.
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Using YES. inc.

in Business/
Community
Partnerships

The most successful
partnerships between the private
sector and schools or community
groups which address youth
employability take advantage of
the local business communitj to
provide teenagers with a first-hand
look at the world of work. This can
be done through the use of intern-
ships, speakers from local
businesses, tours, or "job shadow-
ing" (where young teenagers
follow an employee through a
typical workday).

Here are some ideas con-
cerning the use of Y.E.S. inc.
materials within your partnerships.

U:.7,e Y.E.S. inc. to introduce
youth to work values. The Y.E.S.
inc. TV series provides a source
of dramatic models that inspire
youth to think about work values
such as responsibility and pro-
ductivity in the workplace.

.1!-,,,E? `1'.E.S inc. to
IfT!arning on the job.

Many teenagers find it difficult to
take advantage of the expertise of
adult co-workers. Differences in
self-expression, or just shyness,
may keep young workers from
getting to know the adults they
work with in a career exploration
program. As part of orientation to
the world of work, build a "com-
munication skills" session around
NATURE'S RHYTHMS where both
youth and adults are thrown
together in learning new skills. You
may also want to use Y.E.S. inc.
activities such as "Parents and
Neighbors Talking about Their
Jobs" (p 11 ), "Ask An Expert" (p.
12 or "Role Models and Mentors"

(p. 19) to facilitate building
personal relationships between
adults and youth on the job.
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Ongoing exercises and discus-
sions about differences in values,
problems, and communication
styles are valuable ways to
demonstrate to youth that adults
are not "the enemy," but are
actually individuals like them-
selves.

Use Y.E.S. inc. for orienta-
tion of adult employees. Some
committed and enthusiastic
business owners and managers
may want to develop a program
to prepare their adult employees
for working with teenagers who
are participating in a summer
youth employment program or a
year-round internship program.
The Y.E.S. inc. TV programs
provide adult workers with an
entertaining orientation to the
problems facing youth as the
drama characters experiment in
developing their self-image, learn
to make responsible decisions,
and adapt to the unfamiliar
demands of work. By providing a
realistic and dramatic look at how
teenagers learn, Y.E.S. inc. gives
valuable hints on how to teach
young people new skills, particu-
larly the interpersonal skills
required in the workplace (which
many adults take for granted).

Use Y.E.S. inc. activities as
part of a -Career Exploration
Program." Several of the Guide-
book activities (see Career Explora-
tion in the index) extend- youth
program participants' knowledge
of the local labor market beyond
the jobs they are already familiar
with by encouraging the use of
speakers, youth-run surveys, and
interviews with adult neighbors
and parents about work. Role-
playing exercises, "Ten Years
Later" (p. 19 ) and "A Different
Ending" (p. 23), provide oppor-
tunities to think about the future,
and about careers as well as
different jobs. Some of the Y.E.S.
inc. activities include the formation
of a job club (see "Set Up a Job
Club," p. 24) which is designed
to provide a peer support network
for youth once your program has
ended.

Use Y.E.S. inc. materials to
encourage community collab-
oration. The range of partnerships
between business and youth-ser-
vice organizations is virtually
unlimited. The Resources and
Model Projects Appendix of this
Guidebook (see "Initiatives by
Business in Expanding Career
Horizons," p. 59 ) gives an
overview of the many innovative
possibilities. Y.E.S. inc. can
encourage groups with very
different perspectives on serving
youth to join together to help make
the transition into the workplace
easier for young people. Business
can sponsor speaker programs,
skills training programs, and
internships. Business can also
join with youth organizations to put
together cooperative projects in
community service by providing
materials, supervision, and plan-
ning expertise, while the youth
provide enthusiasm, labor, and
innovative Jeas. In this way you
can take advantage of the teach-
ing potential and expertise of
members in your business com-
munity.

4 r)4



Sample Schedule

Here is a career exploration
program (10 weeks) which is
based on a three-day week or a
five-day week, four hours per day.

Week 1 Learning about Career
Alternatives.

View NATURE'S RHYTHMS. Follow
with a discussion about occupational
diversity in the U.S. and the relation-
ship between learning and careers.
Introduce Y.E.S. inc. activity, "Find
Out for Yourself" (p. 12 ).

During the remainder of the week,
have youth continue with Y.E.S. inc.
activity, "Find Out for Yourself."

Week 2 Learn about Responsibility on
the Job.

View TOP OF THE LINE. Follow with
"What Would You Do" (p 11 )or"The
Firing Game" (p. 19 ) role-playing
exercises.

Schedule a business speaker (see
"Ask an Expert," p. 12 ). Assign youth
the exercise, "Parents and Neighbors
Talking about Their Jobs" (p 1 1 )

Week 3 Day-to-Day Job Respon-
sibility and Satisfaction.

View TIME FOR MYSELF. Follow this
with the "Identifying Skills and Talents"
exercise (p. 23 ).

Schedule a second business
speaker for another "Ask an Expert"
session.

Continue the "Find Out for Yourself"
activity. Emphasize youth looking for
businesses with jobs which would be
interesting to try out (via a field trip,
job-shadowing visit, or short-term
internship).

Week 4 What Do You Want for
Yourself?

View NEIGHBORHOOD DRUMS.
Follow with the "Identifying Career
Goals" exercise (p. 23 ).

Go through "Overcoming Your Own
Fears" exercise (p 24 ).

Begin to set up "Personal Career
Exploration Packets" (see "Explore
Some Jobs," p 7, which asks youth
to select three jobs they would like to
try out ).

Week 5 Successful People.
Invite a local person who has suc-
ceeded in his or her career to talk
with your youth group about his or her
experiences. This will build on infor-
mation gathered from parents
(second week) regarding their experi-
ences in job hunting.

Set up final arrangements for personal
career exploration activities (see
"Explore Some Jobs," p 7 )

Weeks 6-9 In the Field.
Each participant will try out one job
each week via actual hands-on work,
job shadowing ("Moving toward
Success," p. 19 ), or field trips. Ask
each participant to keep a diary as a
way of reflecting on their experience
and what they're learning. Schedule
at least one session a week (or even
one, short session daily) for youth to
share experiences and talk about
their accomplishments and the
problems they face in an unfamiliar
job situation.

Week 10 Wrap up.
Have your youth group run through
the "Examining the Meaning of Suc-
cess" worksheet (p. 26 ). Has their
self-image or their sense of values
changed as part of their career
exploration experience?

Have the youth prepare a report
for the next group who will participate
in the program, summarizing what
has been learned about the world of
work and what the group has learned
about themselves.

Once your program is over, set
up a job club (see "Set Up a Job
Club," p 24 ) to provide support for
youth participants. Even if youth are
not actively looking for work, a
semi-formal network that meets
occasionally, or which is available for
support when it's needed, can help
youth retain the lessons learned in the
career exploration activities.

Basic
Skills
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Using Y.E.S. inc.

in School
Classrooms

Career education for youth
has come to be an important
subject for the fundamental
rt....son that the complexity of
work-related skills is increasing at
a breakneck pace. Not only are
there more types of jobs to choose
from, but the demands of work are
changing, as well as the pattern
of people's work lives.

Y.E.S. inc. can be a valu-
able resource for teachers who
want to help youth develop their
decision-making skills, while at
the same time broadening their
awareness of different careers.

Y.E.S. inc. can become part
of the social studies curriculum;
students can learn about the
world of work as a distinctive part
of our social system. Y.E.S. inc.
can also be used in humanities
classes where the emphasis is on
better understanding of human
interactions, personal growth, and
styles of communication.

School-based programs
can take particular advantage of
the research activities in the
Y.E.S. inc. Guidebookwhich are
designed to provide students with
opportunities to develop their
basic skills in reading, writing,
research, and even computation,
while learning experientially about
the contemporary workplace.
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Here are some ideas that
may be useful to teachers and
guidance counselors who want to
use Y.E.S. inc. as part of their
in-school programs:

Y.E.S. inc. TV
Programs

The Y.E.S. inc. series is
available for classroom viewing as
two, 15-minute segments for each
episode of the five-part series
(with a dramatic "cliff-hanger" at
the end of the first segment). Plan
to show one episode each week.
Teachers can augment TV view-
ing with the activities suggested
for each program (see Section 1
of this Guidebook). The Y.E.S.
inc. package serves as a catalyst
for students to examine their own
approach to decision making
and to learn about work through
short discussion topics, role-
playing activities, and extended
research or writing assignments.

Y.E.S. inc. Projects

The Y.E.S. inc. activities
include several major projects
designed to provide structure for
students learning about the world
of work. In a typical activity,
"Working Women" (p. 20 ), stu-
dents are expected to research a
subject (locally prominent busi-
ness women), use computational
skills (to tabulate a survey), and
explore personal feelings about
the information. Depending on the
time available and the ability level
of your group, this project can also
include a written report or, ideally,
assume a productive purpose,
such as an article in the student
newspaper.

In general, all the Y.E.S. inc.
projects are structured to create
opportunities for students to
engage in a productive task as a
means of building their own
knowledge about work and basic
skills.

The goals and complexities
behind Y.E.S. inc. projects can
be adapted to match the particular
grade level and skills of your
students. Younger students, for
example, might use the exercise,
"My Parents' First Job" (p 11 ), as
their exploration into the realm of
building communication skills
through an oral history project.
Older students might spend an
entire semester in an English
class or social studies class
developing an ambitious oral
history on the workplace in their
local community.

Projects such as "Find Out
for Yourself" (p. 12 ), can be
structured to provide an entire
semester's worth of exploration
into the local labor market. This
project involves the essential
steps that students will need
throughout their careers:
gathering of information, analysis,
comparison to other data drawn
from a network of collaborators
and/or information sources, evalu-
ation in light of personal interests,
and recording the information (in
a report, or even a radio or televi-
sion program) for use by others.

Other projects, such as
"Time to Help Others" (p. 16 can
help overcome the boundary
between the classroom and the
community at large and, at the
same time, can help to build
community support for a school
volunteer community service
project.

Y.E.S. inc. activities illustrate
the basic message that school
and learning are relevant to the
real world, a relationship which
often escapes youth. Learning is
relevant if it is required to complete
a project successfully. (Why do
you need to spell to hold a dance?
Because you want to get a press
release published that describes
the dance. Why do you want to
lean good interviewing skills?
Because you can get the informa-
tion you may need to get a job, or
to buy the cheapest records, etc.)
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Y.E.S. inc. and
Career Exploration

Whenever possible, a school
course on career education
should be combined with extra-
curricular activities in order for
students to have a chance to
explore career areas of interest to
them (even if it's only for an hour
a day). Once students have spent
several weeks practicing decision
making and exploring their own
values, they should be ready to
learn about careers from direct
experience.

It takes a good deal of work
to set up opportunities for student
internships in local businesses.
You can make this task more
manageable by giving your
students the assignment of ac-
complishing this on their own.
Once you have given them an
introduction to the basic skills of
communication, let them know
they can turn to you for advice and
support. Of course, your school
can also provide good, public
relations support for students'
efforts to develop career explora-
tion via contact with local media
or through talks between teachers
and school administrators and
local business organizations such
as the Chamber of Commerce.

Sample Schedule for
In-School Career
Education Program
(13 weeks)

WEEKS 1-5: Introduction
Orientation Sessions: View

the Y.E.S. inc. television programs
and conduct follow-up discussions.
Select several of the role-playing
activities that are most suited for your
class. Also include invited speakers
who may be useful in later phases of
the course

Projects: Beginning with the
fifth week, start organizing a student
survey or research project. The ideal
group size for these projects is from
three to five students. During later
segments of the course, these
student teams can provide support
and can broaden the scope of the
carehr.orii Ication unit in general.

Reading /Writing: Begin
readings .r1/1,c'xkrg, by Studs Terkel.
Students should be assigned at least
one writing assignment weekly. Begin
diaries in the fifth week, asking
students to keep track of their per-
sonal reactions to the learning
process.

Weeks 6-9: Learning About
Careers

Projects: Continue the pro-
jects begun in the fifth week. They
should be fairly well organized by the
sixth week, leaving three weeks for
students to be involved in this inten-
sive learning process. Save the last
week of this module for individual
groups to report back to the entire
class on the outcome of their project.
If student projects involve a commu-
nity service component, you can use
this week to publicize it, recognizing
the contributions of any outside
collaborators.

Reading/Writing: Continue
diaries and weekly reading.

Organizational Activities:
During this period, you should begin
working with your students to
organize the career exploration
activities that will take place in the final
phase of the course.
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Weeks 10-13: Exploring Career
Projects: Students should

explore four to ten occupations
and/or industries during this period
This could include a combination c
one- to five-day internships mixed
with field trips to industries where e
"try-out" job is not feasible.

Reading/Writing: Journals
should be emphasized. Encourage
students to analyze their experience
both positive and negative. If at all
possible, there should be "support
group" sessions in which students
share their experiences and help
each other in problem solving.

Windup: Encourage student
to finish this mini-course with a
genuine effort to map out plans for
the next year. Have students set
goals, target learning activities, anc
lay out an "employability develop-
ment plan" which should focus not
so much on final choices, but on
gaining more exploration and learnir
experiences.



Using Y.E.S. inc.

in Summer
Youth,
Recreation,
and Camp
Programs

Most summer youth 15ro-
grams involve some type of work
experience for participants, some
recreation, and, with luck and
planning, a chance for counselors
to encourage youth to keep on
learning even though it's summer.

Churches, service clubs,
police departments, schools, and
community based organizations
are all involved in sports, recrea-
tion, and summer work experi-
ence programs for youth from
time to time.

Using the Y.E.S. inc. televi-
sion series in your summer youth
program gives you a chance to
add an ongoing activity that's fun,
but which also provides a starting
point for talking about work values,
setting directions for the future,
and learning about jobs. It also
gives you a way to present ideas
which suggest that there is a
chance for youth to really make it
if they keep trying.

Use Y.E.S. inc. for "wrap
up" at the end of the day. This is
a good time to fit Y.E.S. inc. TV
programs into your schedule. If
you find you are finished with work
or sports activities for the day by
4 P.M., show an episode of Y.E.S.
inc. and take the time to talk about
it. It can spark a discussion with
your youth group about how
things went that day.

Use Y.E.S. inc. to build
teamwork. A good time to use
Y. E. S. inc. TV materials is on rainy
days when it's not possible to
have outdoor activities. You can
show an episode of Y.E.S. inc.
and follow-up with a group discus
sion or any of the other activities
found in this Guidebook. Pro-
grams which focus on the impor-
tance of teamwork include
NATURE'S RHYTHMS (where Y. E. S.
inc. youth help an adult "get his
act together") and NEIGHBORHOOD
DRUMS (where street life and an
opportunity to learn compete as
the two alternatives for youth).
Talking over both programs can
help the youth you work with
appreciate the value of working
together as a team. Role-playing
activities like "What's My Job"
(p. 11 ) build teamwork and can
teach youth about caring.

Use Y.E.S. inc. to build
leadership. Many of the activities
found in the Y.E.S. inc.
Guidebook encourage youth to
become involved in taking the
initiative to get things done on their
own rather than rely on adults for
everything. Some of the group
activities like "The Firing Game"
(p. 19) give youth an opportunity
to role play being a leader. Other
activities like "Identifying Skills and
Talents" (p. 23 ) and "Overcoming
Your Own Fears" (p. 24 ) give
young people a chance to come
to know themselves better, a first
step toward becoming an effec-
tive leader. TV programs which
are particularly valuable for dis-
cussions and activities and which
are designed to build leadership
include ALL THE DIFFERENCE and
TIME FOR MYSELF. In the first one,
the main theme is learning to take
responsibility for yourself; the
other stresses responsibility to
others.
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Use Y.E.S. inc. for commu-
nity service. There's probably
enough time in many schedules,
club activities, or ongoing, youth
recreation programs for young-
sters to become involved in a
community service project
from cleaning up a littered vacant
lot to organizing a fund raising
event that benefits a local day-
care center. One Y.E.S. inc.
activity that suggests to youth how
they can best organize a commu-
nity service project is "Time to
Help Others" (p. 16 ).

Use Y.E.S. inc. for reflec-
tion. Most youth need a chance
to reflect on what its all about.
Y.E.S. inc. shares with churches
and many other youth service
organizations the belief that
young people have to know
themselves before they can
understand how to get ahead in
the world. Y.E.S. inc. TV programs
provide a mirror for teen-
agers to look within to better
understand themselves. The
activities which are suggested for
each episode can help them build
on this interlude of self-refi,. tion
(e.g., keeping a journal, practicing
decision-making skills, and
analyzing information).

At camp, Y.E.S. inc. can be
built into programs by combining
TV viewing with games or with
some of the role-playing activities
which are fun. You may even have
time for youth to invent their own
skits based on the characters and
situations in Y.E.S. inc. TV pro-
grams.

What kinds of discussions
does Y.E.S. inc. encourage?
Y.E.S. inc. is about the problems
faced by youth as they grow up
into the world of work: self-image,
peer pressure, job responsibility,
and employer expectations.
There aren't any "right" answers,
but there are a lot of "right-on"
answers for teenagers who are
learning to keep on trying.



Sample Schedule

Here's a sample schedule of
how Y.E.S. inc. can be built into
a summer youth work experience
program that runs from the end of
June through mid-August.

Week 1
Monday/Tuesday: Orientation.
Wednesday/Thursday: View NEIGH-
BORHOOD DRUMS and discuss ;see
"Cliff-hangers," p. 52 )
Friday: Group evaluation of first week,

Week 2
Monday: Career exploration visit to
local business (see "Explore Some
Jobs," p 7 ).

Tuesday View the first part cf
NATURE'S RHYTHMS.
Wednesday: Career exploration visit
to a different business.
Thursday: View second part of
NATURE'S RHYTHMS.
Friday: Writing assignment (youth
reactions to occupations at sites they
visited).

Week 3
Monday: Writing assignment
"Identifying Career Goals" (p. 23 ).
Tuesday. View first part of TIME FOR
MYSELF and discuss.
Wednesday: Discuss and plan a
community service project (see
"Time to Help Others," p 16 )
Thursday: View second half of TIME
FOR MYSELF and discuss.
Friday: Continue planning commu-
nity service project.

Week 4
Monday: Invite local employer to talk
to group.
Tuesday/Wednesday. View TOP OF
THE LINE and discuss.
Thursday/Friday: Continue planning
and organizing community service
project.
Saturday Community service work-
day/event.

Week 5
Monday View ALL THE DIFFERENCE
and discuss
Tuesday Thursday: "Find Out for
Yourself" exercise (p. 12 )
Friday: Individual meetings to develop
personal career exploration plans
(see "Explore Some Jobs," p. 7

Weeks 6-9
Job sampling/career exploration.
Have youth check out four different
occupations, one per week, at sites
set up by staff with cooperating local
businesses.

Week 10
Monday/Tuesday. Final r:t:ng

exercise recap of what p..irticipants
have learned abou! work.
Wednesday/Thursday- Vvr.tten "con-
tract" between program counselor
and youth participants of things to do
to build skills over the coming year.
Friday' Final goodbye party. Dona-
tions solicited by youth participants.
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Future work

Teaching 12- and 13-year
old youth about the ',A:arid of
..t.'ork" is like the launching of a
'ockot !n some ways. Where wi
the jobs be;-.1nd what wi the work
Lc like in ton years when these
youth are aciutts' ?

Hl,gt it t ooks like the
greatest growth in obs will be
lh-.?alth care services and ir prate
sional (e g. nurses wilt

ia,,,,,,yers an
legal technicians, and compute

Clerical workers and repair
technici:itn:: ',Poll also continue tc
be in demand in the future. The
cl,fference be in the equIpmer
they use and r the equipment
1C2'`," repair The automated offic
will still be run by people, and fixes
by people, when machines breat.
c1ov,r, Clearly, the ability to adat
to nev: situations and to persever
'MI be important skills necessar
tDr 1hC. Surfa cijdual

As 'AUrk skulls change to
the requirernents of new

teenno!ogy, workers will be askec
to learn new skills that didn't even
exist when they were r school.
Van\i' Qeople will find it necessary
to change occupations three or

times in ter lives l_earninc
new skills will not be a luxury or a
distradtion, vi,111 simply be part of
tne VVork. Yore and more, workers

lincilhPrns,eyes faCrO impor-
T,,T dnic. weighing conflict
ing inLirt-nation. and assessing



Using YES. inc.

in Short,
Job- Search
Workshops

As funding for youth employ-
ment programs gets tighter and
tighter, many diverse youth pro-
grams are running short-term,
skills training sessions or job-
search workshops.

Development of good, job-
search skills can be a boost to
any vocational education pro-
gram, career education class-
room, or employment training
project because they provide the
key link between training and
finding a job. Programs which
prepare youth for the workplace
by teaching them specific job-
related skills or career options can
wind down in the last weeks of
training with short, job-search
workshops. In this way, youth who
have acquired new vocational
skills will know how to sell those
skills to prospective employers.

There's always an incredible
amount to do in this kind of
short-term workshop familiar-
izing youth with job application
forms, working with them to put
together a brief resume (while
bringing out their sense of what
their skills and strengths are), and
helping them to overcome the fear
of rejection when a job application
or interview doesn't work cut.

Here are some ways that
Y.E.S. inc. can have real impact,
even in a crowded schedule:
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Use Y.E.S. inc. to build
confidence. Because Y.E.S. inc.
is realistic, it gives youth a chance
to think about how they are facing
the same choices as the charac-
ters in the Y.E.S. inc. series. It also
gives them realistic ideas that can
help them achieve their goals and
dreams.

Use Y.E.S. inc. for values
clarification. Y.E.S. ilk:. is about
the human side of work enthusi-
asm, fear of failure, a desire to help
others, pride, and even people's
different expectations of each
other. Y.E.S. inc/can provide a
way for kids to look at youth very
much like themselves and get a
clearer picture of the whole con-
fusing jumble of feelings about the
search for a career.

Y.E.S. inc. discussions and
activities. For job-seeking work-
shops, check the activities listed
in the index under Career Explor-
ation. These can be especially
useful, both as a way to develop
job-search techniques, and to
remind youth that every job can
be an exploration experience
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Sample Schedule

Day 1 Orientation.
Provide overview of the workshop,
identify your youths' current interests
and skills and discuss possible
opportunities. Provide informal "reality
therapy" on the difficulty of finding
jobs, immediate expectations, and
long-term strategies.

Show TOP OF THE LINE in the late
afternoon. Ask participants to think
about their expectations in relation to
employers' expectations. Follow
with a brief discussion and assign a
two-page, written piece to do at home
which outlines personal and job/
career goals.

Day 2 The Labor Market.
Work with group participants to
identify job opportunities in the local
labor market and how accessible
these are (take into account transpor-
tation barriers, skill requirements,
demand, etc.). Have students
research basic descriptions for these
jobs.

Show NATURE'S RHYTHMS as an
introduction to the idea that whatever
skills are required to perform a job, it's
important to be willing to learn more.
You may want to use the "What's My
Job" (p. 11 ) exercise if you have
time. The "Find Out for Yourself"
(p. 12 ) exercise which uses the
"Yellow Pages" for labor-market
research and practicing telephone
skills may be very useful to prepare
your group for the next few days.



Day 3 Applications and Resumes.
Assign several exercises in filling out
job applications and in putting
together a resume. Invite a local
employer to come and talk with your
group. The chance to talk with an
employer outside the job-search/
hiring situation is a real help in
building self-confidence, as well as
being informative.

Day 4 Interviewing.
Role playing of job interviews is
extremely valuable, particularly when
the whole group gets a chance to
critique both the performance of the
job applicant and the credibility of the
person who plays the employer's role.
If you have audio or video recording
equipment, it is useful to play partici-
pants' job interviews back to them. The
last Y.E.S. inc. episode shown
during this session should be ALL
THE DIFFERENCE. This TV drama
should spark a discussion about the
anxiety that everyone feels during
times of major change in their lives
(like getting a job).

Day 5 Wrap-up.
Finish whatever needs to
be done to complete the projects
begun during the week. But
remember, as in the Y.E.S. inc.
series, the most important accom-
plishment of your workshop is the
creation of an ongoing support
network that can help motivate youth
to continue looking for jobs. This kind
of network can give a young person
the help they need when they feel like
giving up, and reassurance that it's
going to work out when !hey do
succeed. If you have N-no, you may
want to show TIME FOR MYSELF,
which,focuses on the message tnat
even the most straightior ward Os
demand real responsibility

Thought for Toci_iv

Youth
Unemployment

In November of 1979, it was
reported that nearly 2.7 million
young people had unsuccessfully
looked for work for 15 weeks or
longer. Many more of those
unemployed young adults were
too discouraged to look. The
picture hasn't changed much
since then. The fact is, there still
aren't enough jobs to go around.

The unemployment rate
among black youth during the
winter months of 1982 reached
incredible highs. Out of more than
1.25 million black teenagers, only
400,000 were working. Some of
those unemployed youths did not
try to find work; but, of those black
teenagers who were looking for
work, 51% were not successful in
finding a job. A young black man,
age 20, had this to say.

"! never got out of the habit to work
and clet some money to feed us
ain't never had no time to play, no
activities, or nothing else beside
trying to look for work Trial's the
;mid,/ thing I can do is look for a ;oh
wVith enough money to take care or
me and mine I try. man - -- I try.-

Perhaps the most basic
employment skill we can teach
adolescents is to keep trying even
when it is difficult. Young people
must be encouraged to explore
every opportunity. There, is always
another chance.

;;r1r,-Ic! rrJ ;.-214'?.. ./.)-1
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Using Y.E.S. inc.

in Counseling
Groups

Y.E.S. inc. is about employ-
ment, but the truth is that the
life/work boundary line is a thin
one. As the stress on family life in
the U.S. increases and the transi-
tion from childhood to adulthood
becomes more turbulent, many
community organizations are
finding it necessary to provide
counseling services for teenagers.
From counseling for entire families
in stress, to counseling which
deals with drug or alcohol abuse,
pregnancy, or other problems,
these services are as diverse as
the crises faced by teenagers.

However your counseling
group is structured, you may find
Y.E.S. inc. useful as a mirror, as
a means for group participants to
see how they are like the Y.E.S.
inc. youth and to see how other
people cope with the pressures
and problems they face in their
daily lives. Y.E.S. inc. is not so
much about resumes and job
applications as it is about self-con-
cept and self-confidence.

All in all, Y.E.S. inc. is about
success for kids with several
strikes against them. It's about
kids who are willing to work hard
and who end up developing a
sense of pride, perseverance, and
patience. They understand they
will need a lifetime to make their
career decisions.

Here are some ideas:

Use Y.E.S. inc. to build
peer support. When it comes to
jobs, learning, and just about
every youth activity, peer group
support can be a real key to
success. The entire Y.E.S. inc.
series is full of real-life situations
in which kids come to better
understand the dynamics of both
negative pressure and positive
support from their peers.
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When things go wrong,
Y.E.S. inc. participants learn to
take the initiative (at times even
helping their parents through
periods of stress) because they
have learned to take responsibility
for their own lives. Challenge your
group to give their friends and
family the kind of support the
Y.E.S. inc. kids give each other.

Use Y.E.S. inc. to empower
youth. Y.E.S. inc.'s message is
that today youth must learn to be
productive and learn to take
responsibility for their own projects
and enterprises. In the past,
traditional job training (as well as
child rearing practices) focused
on emphasizing the need to follow
orders, to be punctual, and to be
neat. Y.E.S. inc. focuses on the
values of the modern world of
work that teenagers will be facing
as adults. The workplace is one
which continuously changes,
demanding better communication
skills, problem solving abilities,
teamwork, and "managerial" skills.

Estranged youth most often
feel that they've been left power-
less either by "the system" or by
their family, and take their lives into
their own hands often with little
preparation for independence.
For these youth, Y.E.S. inc.
shows alternatives collabora-
tion, taking initiative, and taking
risks that allow young people
to remain in control of their lives,
but with help and advice from
concerned adults and friends.

Y.E.S. inc. discussions and
activities. You may want to use
only some of the activities and
discussion themes in this Guide-
book, or only some of the televi-
sion dramas in the Y.E.S. inc.
series. We suggest that you
screen the programs yourself to
determine how best to add them
to your youth program.

Some specific ideas. Y.E.S.
inc. includes several sequences
that are not entirely realistic. (For
example, in TIME FOR MYSELF two
youth get their friend's father
rehired with a raise from a
job he's left.) Use this as an

opportunity to talk (or write) about
the relationship between "dream-
ing" and "doing."

The families in Y.E.S. inc.
are very supportive of their chil-
dren. Your group may want to talk
about their experiences and
whether the Y.E.S. inc. world
seems real to them.

Get your group to write a
dialogue between Y.E.S. inc.
characters where one character
wants to drop out of school and
the others try to talk him or her out
of it.

Sequence of Y.E.S. inc.
episodes. Individual, half-hour
episodes can be used in any
order you like. NEIGHBORHOOD
DRUMS is a good one to open with
and ALLTHE DIFFERENCE makes an
excellent closing episode. If you
.work with different groups you
may want to experiment with a
different sequence of viewing the
TV material.
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Thought for Tcday

Empowerment

Part of the process of build-
ing employment skills is to involve
youth in talking about what's
wrong (or Alb at's right), finding
ways to help each other, and then
encouraging them to do some-
thing about the problems The
National Commission on
Resources for Youth calls this
"youth participation

-Youth Part 1c:dation programs
involve voutn 'n responsible and
challenging action gnat meets
genu,ne needs :n their r'nm
mi.:n:1,es young Peso le have
ddcortun:tle:, to on and make
dec190ns about their aetiv:tles

it work denef:ts Other People
The voutn, often ,w,:n adult ass:st-
ance, nave oebortL,nities to meet
and critically refle.ct on their work
%Ian.; prograrrs, enable the young
perocie to ,work :-,de'her groups
;(7.0.,:a'ri a s,o.rrnon goal

"Youth participation" proj-
ects, as well as learning to take
responsibility for themselves,
provide a way for young people
to be taken seriously when they
do ask for help from parents or
teachers, from local businesses,
Or from the government. Having
the knowledge that it is possible
to affect the future is part of
preparing for it. Empowerment is
an essential part of preparing for
"futurework" for responsible
action as an adult, as much as
learning about the particular ways
in which work ;s likely to change
for them in the future



Exploring
the
Possibilities
of
Y.E.S. inc.

This section of the
Guidebooks for you, the teacher
or group leader. It provides an
overview of the career exploration
skills modeled in the Y.E.S. inc.
series, a perspective on your role
as a teacher/leader, describes
the model for learning used in this
project, and discusses the role of
television. This section also pre-
sents some general concepts on
the skill building activities used
throughout the Guidebook which
you will find helpful in adapting the
Y.E.S. inc. materials for your
classroom or youth center.

Career
Exploration
Skills
Modeled in
Y.E.S. inc.

The literature on adolescent
development suggests that the
best career projects are those that
deal with young people's needs
to develop personal identity,
self-esteem, and independence.
Youth need learn' :ig experiences
which provide the following oppor-
tunities:

to test and discover new skills

to develop a sense of compe-
tence as an antidote to adolescent
self-doubt

to socialize and develop close
friendships

to retreat to an environment
which is very much their own,
where they can sort out the
demands and conflicts of the
larger setting

to speak and be heard, and to
know that they can make a dif-
ference

to participate in projects with
short-term, achievable goals and
visible, tangible outcomes

to share in making decisions
within appropriate boundaries
with the confidence that those
decisions will not be overruled

to know a wide variety of adults
who represent different back-
grounds and occupations

to receive support and sensitive
guidance from adults who appre-
ciate their problems and their
promise
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Y.E.S. inc. shows youth how
to identify more immediate needs,
recognize personal interests and
talents, seek information, develop
personal and professional con-
tacts, and research the job market.
It also suggests elements crucial
to assessing the future needs of
employers, setting long-range
goals, assessing the merits of
life-long learning, developing
entrepreneurial skills, and
developing attitudes of personal
responsibility and self-confidence.
These are all facets of career
exploration. The Y.E.S. inc.
television programs do not neces-
sarily teach how to perfect these
skills, but rather serve to stimulate
young people's interest in them.

Y.E.S. inc. makes this basic
point: young people should aspire
high, but should understand that
work and patience are required to
achieve their dreams. It points out
that self-esteem can be gained
through acquiring skills that
confirm an image of ourselves as
competent and valuable individu-
uals. It points out to adolescents
that you don't have to do it all on
your own; you can do it with the
help and understanding of friends,
family, and supportive adults in
the community. Y.E.S. inc. pro-
motes a positive work ethic while
being realistic about the kinds of
problems young people living in
the inner city face:

1) lack of basic skills

2) uncertainty about their own
talents and capabilities

3) peer group pressure

4) drugs, drinking, and pregnancy

5) fear of failure and of moving
into unknown areas

Y.E.S. inc. does show the
problems, but it also suggests
positive ways to cope and to
overcome those problems. It all
adds up to learning to be respon-
sible and learning to become
employable, while being a friend
and a unique member of the
community.



A Perspective
for the Adult
Leader

Caring is the most important
quality. Here are some ways youth
describe a good, adult facilitator
for youth programs:

an independent individual who
has the confidence to be genuine
with students

someone who can be a friend
and an advisor at the same time

someone with lots ct time, lots of
enthusiasm

an innovative person who can
take an idea places it has never
been before

someone who is willing to take
risks, to gamble to some extent

someone who is a good listener
and who doesn't oretend to have
all the answers

a human being who admits to his
or her faults and who is open to
criticism

someone who can stay with it
when the going gets tough

One of the points that Y.E.S.
inc. makes is that you, the youth-
center coordinator, counselor, or
teacher, don't have to go it alone;
there are resources which you
:an take advantage of in your
center, community, or stare.

First, starting right in your
center, look for ways to involve
your youth group to help accom-
plish goals. One of your tasks is
to create a "self-help" almos
phere, a spirit of "we're all in this
together," with everyone working
toward the comn'ior good if your
participants stare ioP leads, work
together to tap community
resources and support each
other when problems come up or
when skills need to be learned,
everyone will have the self-esteem
that comes frnm dere; his or her
"fair share" Your lob as coor
dinator will then be easier =;nd
more rewarding.

Second, there are other
community volunteers 'you con

"i;:;t to aci your center Creak": an
;Iciv;sory council consisting of
re-ibresentative_i,s from local
businesses or csiusry

the mayor's council, the
school district, the library, the local
police force, and other social
agencies This is one way you can
be in touch with each other about
the common problems you are
trying to solve. You can alert each
other to upcoming programs,
coordinate events, and support
each other in related efforts,
forming a united front to solve
common problems.

Third, there are national
organizations you can tap for
specific purposes such as re-
source building, information, free
materials, and public relations
assistance. Further, you can
contact local, state, and national
legislators to inform them of the
importance of the work you're
doing and the ways they can help.
Many of the national organizations
are now set up to include networks
which can put you in touch with
people in your local area or region
who share your concerns.

In short, you can think of your
neighborhood program as the
center of a series of circles, each
reaching out to wider areas of
influence: from the one-to-one
interaction between youth and
adults, to your center, the neigh-
borhood, the community, the
state, and the entire nation. With a
little creative self-promotion,
you're on the way to being a
center of influence. Every success
you have makes both youth and
adults look good. When groups of
people work together, everyone
wins!



A Model for
Learning

Five elements are essential
to effective teaching and learning
if the result you want to achieve is
a change in attitude and behavior:

1. Clearly stated "teaching
points" must be presented (new
ideas, concepts, rationales). For
example, what is career explora-
tion? Why is it worth doing? How
can it best be done? Depending
on your purpose, you can review
and determine your own "teaching
points."

2. The desired behaviors or
attitudes need to be demonstrated
or role modeled by attractive,
admirable people whom the
learner will want to imitate. For
example, in the Y.E.S. inc. televi-
sion programs, we see both
young people and adults explor-
ing different job options, working
together, helping each other, and
learning from their mistakes.

3. Learners need many oppor-
tunities to practice using and
applying these ideas and imitating
these models. For example, the
Y.E.S. inc. Guidebook contains
many suggested discussions,
activities, and local outreach
efforts which are all designed to
provide opportunities for adoles-
cents to practice applying career
exploration skills in their local
setting. Your encouragement and
assistance is crucial at this stage.
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4. Feedback and reinforcement
need to be given by leaders and
peers in order for learners to
sense the rewards that come from
mastering these new attitudes
and behaviors. For example, in the
television programs, Y.E.S. inc.
characters become excited and
enthusiastic as they learn career
skills such as responsibility,
problem solving, and networking.
We see situations where helpful,
specific advice is given, as well
as the kind of feedback that can
help young people learn from their
mistakes. Similarly in your own
youth program, the feedback and
reinforcement you give will both
stimulate and help to reinforce the
problem solving process. Adoles-
cents will learn to evaluate their
own efforts and learn from their
mistakes.

5. Youth need to be encouraged
to transfer and apply these new
skills and attitudes in a variety of
real-life situations. For example,
both in the TV programs and
Guidebook activities, you are
given many opportunities to relate
career exploration skills to the
larger picture: basic math skills
are helpful in defusing a potential
neighborhood crisis; typing skills
are essential in the challenging
world of computers; personal
responsibility is essential in volun-
teer work.

These combined elements
can help achieve the behavior
and attitude changes that are the
goals of the Y.E.S. inc. series:
increased self-esteem, improved
career exploration skills, and a
positive attitude toward the world
of work.
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Y.E.S. inc. as a "Magic
Mirror"

Y.E.S. inc. s meant to be
like a mirror, a way for youth to
recognize themselves. But the
mirror is designed to be "magic,"
to help make the whole swirl of
emotions, excite:nents, and frus-
iations involved with growing up

a bit clearer and a bit more
understandahle. As e nagic
mirror," Y.E.S. inc. gives youth a
chance to see ways they can

)\,-,) "outside" themselves, to
begin to think it all over, and, most
importantly, to talk it over

Y.E.S. inc. also based on
the propositn that local busines-
ses, school, pa Is, and com-
munity organizations must col-
Liberate in a)lvin the problems
of youth unemployment. Y.E.S.
inc. is only a television story, a
mirror of the real world, a starting
port Your efforts as a volun-
teer, as a teacher, or as a coun-
elor are needed to make that
collabohon really come about
;?''rJ Si 7Cot'd
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Skill Building
Activities
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Active Television
Viewing

You can do five things that
will help people learn from viewing
the television programs:

1.

B. rrangii for ,1 it

i.;sing A C:r_;`,Si2tte of tne program,
arringe !Or
c,flock both ;...;re in

;.orkirig
C. 1,-! v., (Section 1)

D.

E.
outs. ne.....spapers,

and ottior
F. ia, F, p-ifiLr,
rIttils, Or ,,,,Nitever r,.eec;

!or tcplle.,d

2. use T;(.).1
A. Arrinrp:

: TV

B. Sue

C. %;),,_j rr,

Disturb" sign on door so ',ou
won.t be ,r-rterii_.,r ted during the TV

3. t.,list,ti,:ate `Or

A. oroigram
acOut
B. Pose OUestions on problem
situations that anticipate the topic.:
Covered in the program
C. Have the group ,.liscuSS pos-
sible solutions (people get more out

4.
A.

tlf ,r!1

B.
triii

t, ,r11,,rt,.1...

j.:11,.1 .;1

5. ,

A. 't ,!.! 'I:,' 11, Ii o ()(,r
t ,I111

B. .;r1!no Y.E.S.
inc. Guidebook 'C,1;

C. II'',
one,r Guidebook

D. tn.. group to poi.,L
'iSor:;c'l:.,tionsi,f

!hi

Disussions

Y.E.S. inc. offers ct lot of
information in each of its 30-
minute television programs. Group
discussions encourage youth to
reflect on the information pre-
sented and to relate it to their own
interests, personal concerns, and
experiences.

Section 1 of this Guidebook
is divided into five parts, one for
each episode of the Y.E.S. inc.
series. The questions and
activities listed for each episode
suggest specific areas of interest
when will enhance the viewers'
understanding of the learning
points of each TV drama.

Here are some general
themes you might want to explore
as you talk with your group about
the TV dramas.

1. Vlere thore ii,tereolypes
7' segment? If so, how

ii ,- aPout thorn? Flow Ca.:4
tYl'en presented

values .v ire
ex pressed'? V,That was the Pest new

idt:a you !lot from the: program'?
Which character did you !,ke nest
and why?
3. What negative values were
expressed? What should have
been deleted from the program
and why?
4. Were the story and characters
realistically presented? Do you
know people who are like any of
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the characters? What kinds of
people were loft out'

These questions, and many
other specific questions sug-
gested for discussion in Section 1,
concentrate on the content of the
programs. But, because television
is also a means of communication,
it would be useful for your group
to critique the way the information
was communicated.

1. What "message" do you think
the creators of the program were
trying to get across? Did they suc-
ceed?
2. How did they go about getting
their message to the viewer?
3. How 's Y.E.S. inc. similar to
other television programs? How is
it different? What programs is
Y.E.S. inc. most like?
4. What would you have clone
diflerently if you were the producer
of Y.E.S. inc. to get the important
messages about the world of work
across to people?

By talking with your group
about how information was com-
municated in the Y.E.S. inc.
television programs, youth can
develop a basis for understanding
the "information flow" which, in a
technological society like ours,
continues to take on more and
more importance.

At the same time, they have
a chance to practice their own
communication skills: listening,
questioning, trying to understand
points they don't agree with, and
comparing their own feelings to
information presented. In short,
they are learning to analyze
information a crucially impor-
tant skill to develop in preparation
for the world of work.

In every discussion, there is
an opportunity for youth in your
group to explore the possibilities
of their own language, both "street
language" and "public English,"
to understand how each is used
as a tool for self-expression, and
to discover that talk is interesting
after all.

Also remember that the
Y.E.S. inc. discussion activities
would make great journals for



periodic updates (e.g for

reevaluating skills and talents,
career goals, new role models
encountered, documenting a
community service project, and
so forth).

Y.E.S. inc.
DISCUSSION ACTIVITIES

Page No.
DECIDE FOR YOURSELF
EXAMINING THE MEA'ANG

OF SUCCESS 26
IDENTIFYING CAREER

GOALS 23
IDENTIFYING SKILLS

AND TALENTS 23
MOVING TOWARD

SUCCESS 19

OVERCOMING YOUR OWN
FEARS 24

ROLE MODELS AND
MENTORS 19

TALK IT OVER WITH
THE FAMILY 8

TALKING TO PARENTS AND
FAMILY MEMBERS 16

TELEVISION AND THE
WORLD OF WORK 15

TIME TO HELP OTHERS 16

WORKING WOMEN 20

7

Role Playing

Taking on the role of another
person and "acting out" solutions
is not just fun and games its a
vital, engaging way for young
people to learn. It gives them a
chance to try out typical, real-life
problems, to create solutions, and
to hear their solutions analyzed
and critiqued. Role playing has an
immediacy and interest that mere
discussions can't offer; its almost
impossible to resist getting
involved in the drama of it all once

. you've taken on a role.

Role playing works best as a
group exercise. Instead of singling
out "volunteers" who may be too
embarrassed to perform in front of
theft peers, form groups of youth
who collaborate in setting up the
role playing. Several members of
the group can serve as "directors"
or "writers" and can help the role

player figure out how he or she is
going to act out the parr.

A good role-playing trick for
actors are "hung up" in a
nle-playing situation or in a mock
interview is the following: one of
the youth directors can walk UP
behind the actor, place a hand on
the actor's shoulder, and "speak
through" that actor's character.
(The actor must fall &lent, and the
stand-in's dialogue must be
restricted and brief.) Then the
actor cE, 10 on again with a
"second wind." This is also good
for use in "cooling off" an emo-
tional group discussion or group
counseling session.

Another useful technique is
for the leader to call for a "freeze
action," a command that literally
stops all action in role-playing.
The leader can then move people,
change their roles, instruct actors
to cool down emotions, or call for
comments on the action from the
audience. Then, action can be
started again with the leader
saying, "Resume action!" and the
role-playing can continue.

In order to involve ail mem-
bers of the group, active role
players, and audience, it is useful
to have the audience give role
players advice on how to improve
their performance in a second
run-through of the situation. Often,
role players from the first round of
role playing may want to choose
the actors for the succeed'ng
round. This gives everyone a
chance to be involved in the
tension and excitement of acting
and critiquing.

Cliff-hangers. F:Ach of the
five Y.E.S. inc. stone
scripted to provide a good
breaking point about halfway
through the drama. In the first half,
a problem situation is created and
viewers are left hanging in a
suspenseful situation. If you have
your own video cassettes of the
series, this is a good time to turn
off the TV and brainstorm possible
outcomes before viewing the end
of the story, using activities and

questions outlined for that par-
ticular episode.

What will Marielena do when
she discovers that Angie blew the
fashion show by forgetting to give
her the crucial telephone mes-
sage? (TOP OF THE LINE.) How wi
Traci handle the news of Momma
Eunice's stroke? (TIME FOR
MYSELF.) Now that Bobby's out
the hospital, will Jason go back to
his street buddies? (NEIGHBOR-
HOOD DRUMS.) What will happen tc
Jeffrey's interest in computers
now that computers have cost hi
dad his job? (NATURE'S RHYTHMS.)
Will Jeffrey reconsider his decjo
not to apply for prep schoe'? (ALL
THE DIFFERENCE.)

These cliff-hanger situations
make a great place to stop and
conduct a role play. Have your
participants volunteer for roles or
draw the names of characters out
of a hat. Give them five minutes to
role play, then have them change
roles or give a new group a
chance. Afterward, have the
group discuss the pros and cons
of the solutions provided by the
various "casts." This will heighter
their interest in the second half of
the program and let them com-
pare their solutions with the one
the script writers created.

It also provides a basis for
your group to script their own
dramas, act out and face situa-
tions, and explore new or alterna-
tive solutions to old problems.

Y.E.S. inc.
ROLE-PLAYING ACTIVITIES

Page No.
A DIFFERENT ENDING 23
THE FIRING GAME 19
FIRST DAY AT SCHOOL 23
HOW THE FUTURE

LOOKED YESTERDAY 11

LANGUAGE AND JOBS 15

TEN YEARS LATER 19
TRADING PLACES 8
WHAT WOULD YOU DO 11

WHAT'S MY JOB 11

WHO AM I 8
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Audio and Video
Feedback

Audio and/or video record-
ing equipment can provide valu-
able feedback to help youth in
your group gain self-confidence
in preparing for a job interview
(and for other situations as well).

The most typical audio/video
feedback exercise is to have two
youth participants engage in a
mock job interview which is
recorded and then played back
for the group to critique. While the
main goal is to help participants
improve their job interviewing
skills, it is also important for your
group to discuss whether the
participant playing the employer
was believable or not (because
understanding employers helps
in communicating with them).

The feedback exercise can
be applied to a number of other
group activities. For example, you
may wish to tape a panel of local
employers talking about the job
market, not so much to create a
record of their presentation, but to
give youth in your group a chance
to see how well they are com-
municating in the questions they
ask of the speaker, or to evaluate
panelists' communication with
each other.

In a similar vein, interviews in
an oral history project can be
videotaped to create a permanent
record of the interview and to give
youth a chance to see or hear the
interaction between themselves
and the community members
they are questioning.

If you are using portable
video equipment, you can liven up
audio/video feedback exercises
by trying different camera a-gles
and types of shots (or sound
effects with audio equipment) to
experiment with the different
moods you can create.

In all such exercises, the real
benefit is not so much for youth
participants to see themselves, as
it is to gain practice in observing
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and analyzing each other's per-
sonal style of communication.

Journals

Even youth who are reluctant
to talk about themselves or who
hate to write can be stimulated to
write about their own inner world
of hopes, excitements, worries,
and surprises. Read excerpts
from autobiographies or novels to
your group where the writer talks
about familiar experiences in a
totally new way. A classic inner-
city novel which reads like a diary
in many ways is Piri Thomas'
Down These Mean Streets. A
writer who, in contrast, is poetic
and dreamlike is Toni Morrison,
author of Song of Soloman.

Many states offer a Poetry
in the Schools program. Your
state arts council may be able to
put you in touch with local poets,
including a Chicano or black poet,
who can help to inspire minority
youth to develop their writing skills
without giving up the beauty of
their own personal language.
Poets working in programs like
this may be happy to visit com-
munity organizations, as well as
schools, to help teach youth
about journal writing and, most
importantly, to enjoy language.

Journals should be personal,
encouraging youth to be honest
and open, at least ir) talking to
themselves. Remind your stu-
dents that although journals may
be kept private, it's also good to
share their perceptions of what's
going on around them. Once your
group develops the habit of
reading to each other from diaries
or journals, the idea will take hold
and instill the motivation to write
more expressively, accurately,
and interestingly. Almost all of us
need some help in learning how
to be intere::ting and to find out
that the world is interesting. Jour-
nals are a valuable initiation into
this process and could be an
appropriate extension to Y.E.S.
inc. discussion activities, "Iden-
tifying Career Goals" (p 23 art

8

"Identifying Skills and Talents" (p
23 ) See Y.E.S. inc. "Discussion
Activities," p. 52 for more pos-
sibilities.

Y.E.S. Inc.
JOURNAL ACTIVITIES:

Page No.
MOVING TOWARD

SUCCESS
EXAMINING THE MEANING

OF SUCCESS
WHAT'S IMPORTANT IN

YOUR LIFE

(Keep journals on any of the
Y.E.S. inc. activities)

19

26

25

Surveys/Interviews

Surveying and interviewing
members of the local community
can provide practice in communi-
cation, team building, and exer-
cising personal initiative. Teams
consisting of two or three youth
can support each other in devel-
oping questions, daring to knock
on the door or pick up the tele-
phone to contact an employer,
conducting interviews, and in
writing up notes to report back.

This kind of team activity
shows youth how people learn
from experience and from asking
others. When the activity is com-
pleted, it's clear that expertise is
developed by doing, and that
they, like Gallup and Dan Rather,
are truly pollsters and interviewers.

One logical follow-up to
survey activities and interviewing
is to publish the material so that
others can benefit from it. i-ur
example, youth in Appalachia
surveyed their elders about local
lore, published it in a student
produced magazine, Foxfire, and
became nationally famous.
Another follow-up is to create a
community service survey. For
example, if your youth participants
learned through a survey that



elementary school children would
like older youth to help them with
their school work, the next logical
step is to create a cross-age peer
tutoring project which addresses
this need.

Survey projects involve all
aspects of communication:
reading for background on an
issue, writing and talking with
each other to develop ideas, and
computation to tabulate the
responses. It's experiential
learning in its most useful form.

Y.E.S. Inc. SURVEY/
INTERVIEWING ACTIVITIES

Page No.
12

7
12

11

16

ASK AN EXPERT
EXPLORE SOME JOBS
FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF
MY PARENTS' FIRST JOB
ORAL HISTORY
PARENTS AND NEIGHBORS

TALKING ABOUT
THEIR JOBS

PEOPLE WHO HAVE
SUCCEEDED

TALKING IT OVER WITH
THE FAMILY

TIME TO HELP OTHERS
WORKING WOMEN

11

23

8
16

20

Counseling

The lesson throughout
Y.E.S. inc. is this: think it through

analyze the problem, the
alternatives, the risks, the cost,
and the rewards. Don't just walk
out when the going gets rough,
but do think things over and talk
them over. Many of the exercises
for specific programs point out
that "failure isn't forever." Failure is
a part of learning one's own limits
(and striving to increase the
scope cf those limits).

The paradox is that learning
from experience is always danger-
ous; if the young person sets a
goal and fails, one possible
outcome is that he or she will give
up. This is where the counselor
must intervene to remind the
teenager that exploration is a way
to learn. Failure is a signal to

change strategies for achieving
goals, not abandoning goals. It's
a delicate art giving advice
without infringing on personal
identity, giving encouragement
without setting up for failure, and
giving guidelines without taking
away initiative. Counselors need
to appreciate the adolescents'
dreams and drive, while assisting
them in becoming more sophisti-
cated in their strategies.

Y.E.S. Inc.
COUNSELING ACTIVITIES

Page No.
A DIFFERENT ENDING 23
EXAMINING THE MEANING

OF SUCCESS 26
IDENTIFYING CAREER

GOALS 23
IDENTIFYING SKILLS

AND TALENTS 23
MOVING TOWARD

SUCCESS 19

MY PARENTS' FIRST JOB 11

OVERCOMING YOUR
OWN FEARS 24

ROLE MODELS AND
MENTORS 19

WHAT'S IMPORTANT
IN YOUR LIFE 25

Advocacy

Advocacy is generally not
part of the professional respon-
sibilities of counselors and
teachers. But one of the most
important ideals of a democratic
society is that everyone's opinion
is of value. We do have the right
to present our concerns openly
to our family, to our friends, to other
members of the community, and
to local, state, and federal govern-
ment.

Along with other activities in
the Y.E.S. inc. Guidebook,
advocacy is part of the learning
process. Advocacy is also part of
developing communication skills.
The best approach to building
effective advocacy efforts is to
begin with your own program of
activities: in discussions and in
teaching youth to present their
dewpoints seriously, thoughtfully,
fairly, and, if possible, calmly.
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Advocacy is a learning exercise
which builds self-confidence. If
there is a response to arguments
and suggestions put forward by
youth, then they have successfully
communicated to the community
or to legislators. (Some legislators
are particularly happy to respond
to youthful advocates who state
their case in an adult, reasonable
fashion.) Demonstrating responsi-
bility buys a person a "voice,"
the right to be heard.

Youth can advocate on their
own behalf. Like many adult
members of the community, they
can advocate sensible solutions
to community problems. But like
other advocates, they must learn
to present a "balance sheet"
which shows the benefits and the
costs of their proposed program.
As in other work-related activities,
individuality is important. If youth
write to their local legislators, they
shcJId express their own opinion,
not somebody else's.

In preparing to take their
place in the world of work, youth
are asked to have incredible
patience. Having an opportunity
to express their feelings about the
frustrations, the failures, and the
successes is only a small reward
for their patience, but it's well
worthwhile.

Y.E.S. Inc.
ADVOCACY ACTIVITIES

TIME TO HELP
OTHERS

Page No.

16



Cable Public Access

Many communities are, or
will soon be, served by cable
television systems which have
"public access" programming.
Although each cable television
system follows a different
approach to "public access," the
general idea is to allow members
of the community a chance to use
cable television to reach the
public at large. To find out what
the public access situation is in
your community, telephone the
local cable company offices.

Possible events for cable
television can range from video-
tapes of presentations by
employers in a "job fair" to plays
written and performed by youth in
your group, or documentary style
productions exploring virtually any
issue in the local community.
Keep in mind that whatever
footage you take will probably
have to be edited before showing
to be used effectively on cable.

As with other youth activities
outlined in this Guidebook, collab-
oration with local business (in this
case, the cable company) can
produce valuable resources to
help you in putting your group
project together. If you want to
know if there is a local, public
access group in your area, you
can also contact The National
Federation of Local Cable Pro-
grammers at (202) 544-7272 for
help. (They have a computerized
database listing public access
cable groups throughout the
country.)
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Peer Support Networks

Many of the specific activities
found in the Y.E.S. inc. Guide-
book include the idea of creating
a peer support network. For
example, youth involved in con-
ducting surveys work as teams. In
other activities, job clubs are
formed to help each other in the
unfamiliar business of approach-
ing employers. Although teachers
and counselors should support
their youth to achieve the goals
set up by the group, peer support
is perhaps the most effective
strategy for maintaining youths'
motivation, energy, and involve-
ment in learning about work.

The peer support network
modeled in the Y.E.S. inc. televi-
sion series is an informal one.
Angie and Traci support each
other because they are friends, as
do Sergio and Jason. But they
also support each other because
they have made a commitment to
the Y.E.S. inc. center. At the
same time, the center is com-
mitted to encouraging program
participants to help each other.
So, in many ways, the center itself
provides the cue to encourage
support.

What is the opposite of
support? Manipulation. Both
involve achieving a desired goal
through using interpersonal skills,
charm, compromise, and persua-
sive language, and when com-
bined with peer pressure, can
have a powerful impact on any
type of situation. The main differ-
ence is in the desired outcome.
Do youth want others to succeed?
Or do they want to see others fail,
lose face, or give up? As young
teenagers experiment with dif-
ferent ioles, the temptation to
make someone else fail instead
of succeed is always present.

The Y.E.S. inc. activities
encourage healthy collaboration
to build networks of peer support
in the "safe space" of the center.
It's to their advantage to create the
kind of network that will last even
after participation in the program
is long over.

Y.E.S. Inc.
PEER SUPPORT

NETWORKS

SET UP A JOB CLUB
Page No.

24
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Job Clubs

Even for the skilled job
seeker, job hunting can be frus-
trating, lonely, and demoralizing.
When jobs are scarce, added
problems such as disability, lack
of job-seeking skills, or low self-
confidence can make finding a
job seem like a futile task.

The job club is a recent
innovation that helps job seekers
find employment. Developed by
behavioral psychologist, Nathan
Azrin, and colleagues, the ap-
proach combines instruction,
positive reinforcement, and direct
client involvement in the job
search. The group as a whole
(combined with a buddy system)
can provide the support, motiva-
tion, and rewards often lacking in
a process that typically entails
rejection after rejection. Job leads
can be shared among all club
members. The club provides
facilities and supplies, including
telephones, desks, job-lead files,
and resource materials, as well as
typing and copying services to
club participants.

Ideally, the job dub meets in
a comfortable office setting which
offers both a group meeting area
and individual work spaces. All
supplies and facilities necessary
to conduct a job search in a
professional manner are readily
available. The job club meets daily
for half-day sessions. it is open-
ended. A new group, usually
consisting of no more than 12
members, begins every tv
weeks, depending on client flow.
The new group can be gradually
integrated into the established
group. All instructions and job-
seeking activities other than
interviews are conducted at the
job-club site.

The approach has been
tried in various places and has
worked. Counselor benefits were
also observed and reported.
Counselors derived some of the
very same benefits clients were
expected to enjoy such as im-
proved morale, increased com-

munication and sharing of job
leads, and greater self-confidence
in their own job placement abilities.
One counselor's comment sums
it up:

"I don't reel so alone anymore. I
don't feel solely responsible for
placing all fifteen or twenty people.
At our place, there may be two or
three counselors and more than a
dozen clients in the job-club room.
Everyone rolls up their sleeves and
gets to work for everyone. The
phones are all busy; people are
passing on job leads to others. The
hubbub is exciting. We end up
feeling much closer to each other
than we ever did before. The 'meat
and potatoes' is, the clients get
better jobs faster than they ever did
when one client and one counselor
worked alone." (Azrin,N ano Besale1.11
Job Club Counselor's Manual Baltimore
Univers4 Park Press. 1980 )

Y.E.S. Inc.
JOB CLUB ACTIVITY

SET UP A JOB CLUB
Page No.

24

6.

Career
Exploration
Needs of the
Adult Leader

Similarly, what works for
adolescents will work for you. Both
you and your group will benefit
from the opportunities for discus
sion, role playing, engaging in
personal reflections, counseling,
joining a peer support network,
and learning to build on talents
End experiences. Very few adults
are "finished products" who have
resolved once and for all their own
questions about career, contribu
tion, fulfillment, and accomplish-
ment. Most of us, like the youth we
work with, are still struggling with
these issues and are appreciative
of the support of others in helping
us develop our own "life-long"
careers. So, as you read these
suggestions for skill building
activities to use with your youth,
consider how they can apply to
your own life and career as well,
and how you can build your owr
peer support network to help you
grow the way you want to. After all,
you're part of Y.E.S. inc., too.



Appendix:
Resources
and Model
Projects
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Books
Dictionary of Occupational Titles, u S
Department of Labor. (Available from Govern-
ment Printing Office, North Capitol and H
Streets, NW., Washington. D.C. 20401.) This
reference book is expensive, but can be found
in almost every library. It is the "definitive"
guidebook for finding out what's involved in
virtually any lob. Keep in mind that you may
find local employers have very different
requirements than the official ones for a given
job in a reference book such as this. The real
value of DOT is that it gives a framework for
understanding how different jobs are related to
each other.

Handbook on Youth Participation in
Youth Employment Programs,
National Commission on Resources for Youth,
June 1982. (Order from NCRY, 605 Common-
wealth Ave., Boston, MA 02215, 617-353-3309 )
This handbook focuses on model youth
employment programs, giving examples, ideas
about planning and conducting innovative
programs, and how to evaluate their success.

The Kids' Whole Future Catalog, Paul
Taylor. New York: Random House, 1982.
Readings, picturi, s, games, and exercises are
included in this ouwn-to-earth book, plus an
excellent resources section. The book will help
young people cope with changes brought
about by new technology.

Megatrends: Ten New Directions
Transforming Our Lives, John Naisbitt.
New York: Warner Books, 1982. Naisbitt
identifies and discusses trends from centraliza-
tion to decentralization, from hierarchies to
networking, from industrial society to informa-
tion society. and from either/or to multiple-
option society, as those that are currently
making a big difference in both our inner and
outer lives. An excellent resource book for
conversations, debates, and long-range
planning strategies.

New Roles for Early Adolescents in
the School and the Community,
National Commission on Resources for Youth.
(Order from NCRY, 605 Commonwealth Ave.,
Boston, MA 02215, 617-353-3309.) This is
perhaps the best available resource book on
working with youth, ages 10 to 14. It provides
realistic guidelines and excellent descriptions
of model projects (the basis for many sketched
out in this Guidebook).

Occupational Outlook, Bureau of
Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor. (Available
from Government Printing Office. North Capitol
and H Streets, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20401.)
This is considered to be the standard reference
on projections of future demand for various
occupations, as well as brief overviews of
different jobs in occupational clusters. It also
discusses how to prepare for these jobs. It
should be supplemented with information from
local employers on their perspectives.

Partners for Youth Employability: An
ideabook for Educators and Employ-
ers, Northwest Regional Educational Labora-
tory, Education andWork Program, 1982.
(Order from NWREL, 300 S.W. Sixth Ave.,
Portland, OR 97204, 800-547-6339.) This
excellent 24-page pamphlet gives an overview
of five "skill" areas identified by NWREL as
major components of youth employability
(responsibility, productivity, literacy, under-
standing new technology, and using labor

market information. The pamphlet is practical
and concrete and is designed especially for
middle-school/junior-high-school age pro-
grams. The focus is on programs combining
learning from experience in the workplace with
educational projects in a group setting.

The Private Sector Youth Connec-
tion: School to Work, Richard Lacey and
Henrietta Schilit. (Vocational Foundation, Inc.,
44 E. 23rd St., New York, NY, 212-777-0700.
Price $7.50 for schools and nonprofits.) This is
an excellent and very recent overview of 55
different partnerships between businesses,
schools, and community groups working in
youth employment and career education
programs. While most programs involve youth
16 to 19, some are adaptable for younger
participants. Included is a list of contact people
and phone numbers for all youth programs
described in the book. All are willing to share
information with others.

Volunteers from the Workplace,
Voluntary Readership. (P.O. Box 1807, Boulder,
CO, 80306.303- 447 -0492, $10.50.) An overview
of volunteerism, plus how to match volunteers
to community needs.

What Color Is Your Parachute?
Richard Bolles. Berkeley: Ten Speed Press.
($595 paperback.) This book is most stimulat-
ing. You can continuously thumb through it to
find new ways to talk to youth about job-hunting,
working, and careers. Most of all, Bolles has
returned common sense to talking about work
A caution: this book is meant particularly fL.
middle-class, middle-age people makir.g
career changes, so some specific suggestions
are not relevant to adolescents. But, don't
discount the usefulness of this book. Kids
finding out about the labor mart -H
middle-aged job hunters probab: Ivc many
of the same things to learn.

Working, Studs Terkel. New York: Avon-
Press, 1975. This paperback includes inter-
views by Terkel with over 100 people in different
walks of life. It gives a "three dimensional"
picture of how work affects people's lives. A
valuable Source book each peison's
story/interview is fairly short, about five pages
It may be hard for some of the youth you work
with to read, but selections can be read aloud.

Youth Empowerment: A Training
Guide, National Commission on Resources
for Youth, June 1982. (Order from NCRY. 605
Commonwealth Ave., Boston, MA 02215,
617-353-3309.) This is a valuable staff
development manual oriented to people who
are working with youth. It focuses on collabora-
tion between adults and young people and
consists mainly of training exercises, all of
which are practical and easy to conduct.

Youth Participation An Everyday
Affair, New York State Council on Children
and Families, January 1982. (Order from NCRY,
605 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, MA 02215,
617-353-3309.) This is another excellent NCRY
compendium of youth programs, most of them
low cost, which involve youth in meaningful
roles participating in their communities.
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Periodicals
The Futurist. t.!..,ritrii,,i

t*,y..:9! 6 t.;! Firriii,
2(28'4, 006 t m,i,;:1,..f!t. pi
to keep reader,. in:cirtnrirf .-.)t the i.ast tei.hrtc.icig
ca r ; tutute

1 ,.,t iuture

Resources for Youth Newsletter,
Quarter; (Order from NCE'ri, 605 forrirrori.,
wealth Ave Boston. %IA 0?2*, 6! "- 353-3309
$600 ritiai fee. tier tree Desi:r hes ;Jut

yor,th Labor' proiects

Showcase. `i:lorittiiy Ainarice
Bustress flearinghouse, t0!5 15th Sr N \It/
Washington, D C 20005. 202-157.0040 ) A
snort news:etter highlighting model programs
Many are rot t;pe.ciflual:y related !a youth
programs, out they otter provide interestitig
exampies or .ate/public sector coliabora-
tons

Youth Policy. mor-,n!y (Toe Youth Pciiicy
institute, 917 G St N W. Wasnington. D C
20001, 202.3.=t 7 3370 A thick, comprehensive
newsletter oria wide range of issues that affect
youth. from education. to military service and
youth conservation corps programs Although
is fatly technical, 11 is designed for use with
youth groups and is invaluable for program
administrators

Your local newspaper has a business
section which you should monitor daily to keep
n touch with local trends And, of course, the
classified ads The lite of your community is
relevant to your professional work with youth

Organizations
American Vocational Association,
202 N Fourteenth St Arlington. VA 22201.
703-522-6121 The American Vocational
Association is the nations only professional
organization with a full time commitment to
helping individual vocational educators and
institutions provide effective programs of
education tor work AVA provides service and
assistance to vocational educators, including
a monthly journal, VocEd. a bimonthly newslet-
ter, Update. and a periodical on youth services.
Insiders

The Grantsmanship Center, 1031 S
Grand Ave . Los Angeles, CA 90015. 213-749-
4721 The Grantsmanship Center specializes
,nheiping nonprofit organizations improve their
prOposal.writ.rig skills They giye reg.onai
workshops throughout the COur try Write or can
thorn for their current schedule

Juvenille Assistance Diversion
Effort (JADE), 8650 California Avenue
(South Gate City Hall), South Gate, CA 90260,
213-567-1365 A "network" type delinquency
prevention program involving ten (10) com-
munities in !he southeast Los Angeles area,
JADE Operates many different kinds of
programs for youth including, but not limited
to. workshops and special events in the
schools to prepare youth tor understanding
local law enforcement

JADE is eager h., share what they have
learned with others in the way of procedural
manuals, forms, and knowledge of what works.

National Alliance of Business, 1015
15th Street, N Washington, D C 20005.
202-457-0040 This group or husiness
representatives has been brirriarili concerned
with employment issues employment training
projects, creating new robs. and information
disbursement on the issues in addition to the
clearinghouse run by the organization. NAB is
available for technical assistance for the US
Department of Labor, Private Industry Councils,
and employment training projects NAB has
also been a primary mover in the area hi
Summer Youth Employment programs
Currently available, Summer Jobs for Youth
Prornotiona! Materials. a brochure listing of
pamphlets, fliers etc designed for employers
of summer youth workers For additional
information contact the national headquarters
for number of the regional office nearest your
organization

National Association of Private
Industry Councils, Suite 510, 1055
Thomas Jefferson St NW , Washington, DC
20007, 202-223-5640. NAPIC provides
technical assistance and information sharing
to local Private Industry Councils to help in the
development of effective youth programs
involving private sector employers

National Commission on Resources
for Youth, 605 Commonwealth Ave . Boston,
MA 02215.617- 353 -3309 Short, usable books
(see section on BOOKS for titles) Also
technical assistance from a network of local
youth practitioners and experts on innovative
youth-run projects

National Council of La Raza, 20 F St.
NW. Second Floor, Washington, DC 20006,
202-293-4680 A national organization of
community based Hispanic organizations

which can put you in touch with local program
operators working to address the problems of
youth unemployment

National Institute for the Advance-
ment of Career Education, University of
Southern California, WPH 901, Los Angeles, CA
90089-0031, 213-743-4424 MACE is a
nonprofit, independent institute helping
individuals, education, and business to expand
career opportunities

National Institute for Work arid
Learning, 1302 18 St N W, Suite 501,
Washington, D C 20036. 202-887-6800. This
group has focused on innovative and workable
collaborations between schools and business
to mprove the quality of education by
combining work and learning. The group has
been a strong supporter of career exploration
("career passports") and the development of
community education/business/labor coun-
cils A variety of useful publications are
available from them

National Urban League, 500 E. 62nd St.,
New York, NY 10021.212- 310 -9000 A national
organization which addresses urban issues
and can assist in making local contacts and
networks available on a variety of urban topics.
Many affiliates are currently operating Youth
Task Forces in their local communities.

Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory, 300 S W Sixth Ave, Portland,
OR 97204, 800-547-6339 This group has given
particular attention to the way in which youth,
including both junior-high and high-school-age
students learn from experience NWREL works
closely with schools in developing innovative
curriculum for career education. The group is
interested in providing technical assistance to
education, community agencies, and business

United Neighborhood Centers of
America, Inc., 232 Madison Avenue, New
York, NY 10016.212- 679 -6110. A membership
organization of local and regional neighbor-
hood centers and trade associations for
settlement houses. This group conducts
special studies on neighborhood conditions
relating to health, economic issues, housing
and unemployment; works for effective
legislation; and provides training courses and
consultant services to members and to
executives and staff who organize neighbor-
hood centers.

Youth Policy Institute, 917 G St, N W,
Washington, D C 20001. 202-347-3370. In
addition to monitoring legislation, program
funding, and changes in administrative
regulations, this group provides a Student
Press Service to high-school newspapers
which focuses on news of importance to youth.

Youth Practitioners Network, The
Center for Public Service, Ford Hall, Rm. 133,
Brandeis University, Waltham, MA 02254,
800-343-4705 This network consists of youth
employment practitioners from schools.
community agencies, employers, and state
and local government. It represents a wealth
of practical experience and can refer you to
other concerned youth program operators in
your area who can provide invaluable help in
problem solving
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;ome Mode! Projects

A great range of youth projects across !he
S have been tried and proven successful
chools, libraries, police departments,
lurches, national corporations, community-
:lion organizations, small businesses. and
)uth themselves have joined together to help
)ung people learn about work

Listed here are some of te most out-
anding recent projects that have worked with
ack and Chicano youth, as well as with
laionty youth, within inner-city communities
any were based almost entirely on volunteer
forts and community contributions.

More detailed descriptions of these
'ojects can be obtained from the National
ommission on Resources for Youth (which
)mpiled much of the information on which
is section is based), from the National
Iliance of Business (for private-sector
volvement in youth programs), and from the
)uth Practitioners' Network an invaluable
!source on local programs) A telephone cali
postage stamp is a great investment for a

iturn of expert and enthuslaslic advice on how
make your local program idea become a

INITIATIVES BY BUSINESS IN YOUTH COMMUNICATION
EXPANDING CAREER HORIZONS

EPIC (Education through Private
Cooperation), New York, NY. Inner-city
students in small teams interviewed small
businesses in their neighborhood In the
process of interviewing, students identified 500
job openings for youth, enlisted 150 business
volunteers for classroom talks and secured
250 employers willing to host visits by students
to their businesses.

The Hydraulic Research Division of
Textron, Saugus, CA. In this "Adopt A
School" program, eighth-grade students at
Arroyo Junior High School participated in a
four-week program, one day per week,
obsen inn a wide variety of work tasks in
different corporate departments Then they
practiced simulated job assignments such as
competitive marketing of tire extinguishers for
airlines In the process, students were given a
chance to develop one-on-one relationships
with company employees.

Ogilvy & Mather, Chicago, IL Firms
involved in graphics offer seminars for teachers
and help organize graphics and communica-
tion programs in schools In one such program,
38 youth participating in a summer work-study
program at the Robert Clemente High School
wrote, directed, and produced a 26-minute film,
'700 LATE FOR ME," which portrayed the last
minutes in a gang member's life

Partners, Denver, CO Private sector
volunteers work on a one-to-one basis with
youth between the ages of 10 and 18. Youth
and volunteers work together on community
improvement projects The youth/adult
"partnership" gives youth a chance to learn not
only skills, but new attitudes toward work and
problem solving. Additional money for the
program is raised through such fund raising
activities as auctions.

Partnership SummerJobs for Youth,
New York, NY. Under a rotating leadership that
passes from one firm to another, a campaign
was conducted that led to pledges of 18,000
summer jobs for youth in 1982. The campaign
included donated advertising, job market
surveys, employer recruitments mailed with
bank notices to their business accounts, and
an all-volunteer administration. A similar
initiative in Los Angeles included youth from
student organizations volunteering as phone
solicitors for jobs. The results were the creation
of over 90,000 summer jobs for youth

Project Business, San Jose, CA. This
program is a division of Junior Achievement
and is sponsored by local firms who provide
"consultants" from their staff to spend one hour
per week in school classrooms teaching
students about business values and proce-
dures. The program includes field trips to local
businesses.

Youth Motivation Task Forces,
Nationwide. The National Alliance for Business
has sponsored programs throughout the
country where minority executives from local
businesses visit schools to talk about their
experiences advancing in the corporate world
and to encourage minority youth to increase
their aspirations.

PROJECTS

Video Project, Chicago, IL In the Alternative
Schools Network, 20 youth taught more than
100 peers to make community video documen-
taries on subjects ranging from domino
championships to teenage pregnancy and
health services. Videotapes were shown at
community meetings and various workshops.
For example, one tape is about training
community organi?ers Youth engage in all
phases of production and are now compiling
a book, Jobs for Latinos in the Media.

Young Adult Library Advisory Com-
mittee, Spokane, WA. At the Spokane Public
Library, students (ages 12 to 18) reviewed
books the library was considering for purchase.
They also published a monthly newsletter with
reviews of books and movies oriented to youth.

Youth at the Centre, Chicago, IL. A
multi-service youth center created a comic
book, Busted: Youth and the Law in Cook
County, to give other youth an idea of how the
legal process works from arrest to sentencing.
Following the success of the first comic book,
youth staff published Hiied. Or How To Find A
Job with tips for fellow youth on looking for lobs
and keeping them.

Youth News, Oakland, CA Students from
local high schools and youth employment
training programs worked as a group to
produce a weekly snow, -vouTH ON THE AIR,
which was broadcast on National Public Radio
across the country. Shows picked different
topics of concern to youth: bilingual education,
military recruiting in high schools, sexuality, etc.



YOUTH TEACHING YOUTH

Chinese Youth Council, New York, NY
High school students conducted crash
courses in "Survival English" for newiv-Immi -
grated Chinese children

Sioux Lands Heritage Museum, Sioux
Fa :Is, SD Junior curators, aged t3 to 15.
chosen on the basis of their interest, served as
tour guides for school and scout groups. as
well as working with adult staff to research and
design exhibits

Technical Recreation Center, North
Wildwood, NJ In addition to basketball,
students learned from each other how to make
real working devices buzzers, flashlights,
and radios from donated electronic "junk"

Youth Tutoring Youth, Newark, NJ In this
industrial city, 14- and 15-year-old youth
tutored younger children wnile :earning
themselves. A committee of community
mernn::-. recruited youth tutors and youth

:- id provided supervision for the tutors
.om poll 'Jr adults, many of whom had not
'n spec:

YOUTH ACTION AND ADVOCACY
PROJECTS

GUTS (Government Understanding
for Today's Students), South Bronx, NY
At Intermediate School #139 students 12-14
years old identified problems in their cwn
community. investigated the history of the
problems, and worked with civic and business
'eaders to solve them. After receiving some
instruction in conducting interviews, one group
compared South Bronx health services with
those offered in the North Bronx area, inter-
viewed officals responsible for health care.
and designed a health plan for their community
which they presented to the Borough president

Youth Advocacy Project, Newbury Park,
CA A survey by a iocal community youth group
found that youth would seek advice from their
peers cr even from their parents before going
to a professional counselor As a result Of Ire
survey, they set uD '"youthline." a hotline for
youth in the community

Youth Task Forces, National .Lftiliates of
the National Uroan League are organizing
Youth Task Forces in local communities to
attract attention and mobilize efforts to address
youth OrOGierrS

COMMUNITY SERVICES BY YOUTH

Barefoot Doctors, South Bronx, NY In a
collaboration between the Dewitt Clinton High
School and a local hospital, youth were trained
to provide health screening and information to
other youth and community members
Generally working only one to two hours each
day in the high- school clinic, they also had the
chance to work in different hospital depart-
ments of their choice

The Brook Avenue Revitalization
Task Force, South Bronx, NY. Another
project of GUTS from intermediate School
#139 in the South Bronx Students organized
this neighborhood association which became
involved in the entire spectrum of neighbor-
hood improvement activities moving
abandoned cars. obtaining sanitation services
tor the area. arranging for snow removal, and
removing abandoned buildings to make room
for a community garden Local businesses
contributed funding and materials

Community Service and Career
Exploration Project, Shoreham, NY. This
school program for sixth, seventh, and eighth
graders involves almost 90% of the Shoreham-
Wading River Middle School in a wide range
of activities from storytelling at the public library
to working in day-care centers and nursing
homes. Students and teachers also take
weekly field trips to learn new skills that can't
be learned in the classroom. Student journals,
role playing, ano related reading assignments
give students a chance to assimilate what
they've learned on their jobs

Peer Caring Program, Hartsdale, NY
High-school students :rain junior-high-school
youth to work in elementary-school classrooms
running small "magic circles" sessiians
designed to allow children tc nik over their
concerns.

Project Aries, Charlotte. NC With the help
of the National Council of Christians and Jews.
two high-school students started project ARIES
to help the Charlotte-Mecklenberg schools
deal in a positive way with desegregation
Young adolescents and high-school students
work in Integrated teams or "core groups" to
plan activities designed to improve relations
between blacks and whites Activities included
disco dances with both "black" and "white"
music. workshops for teachers, workshops for
student councils, and sports programs

Sports for the People, New York, NY
Youth, many of them high-school dropouts,
lead morning exercise classes for senior
citizens at over 100 senior centers. In the
afternoon, participants discuss how classes
went, problems faced by older people. and
their own physiology and bodies

YOUTH AS ARTISTS AND
COMMUNICATORS

Mr. D.E. Ekstrand, Los Angeles, CA. (Call
JADE for information. See section on ORGANI-
ZATIONS ) Mr. Ekstrand is a retired school
teacher whose avocation is electronics He
volunteers his time to work with youth referred
by the Juvenile Assistance Diversion Effort (a
probation program), teaching them computer
programming on computers located in his
home.

The Fourth St. I, Manhattan, NY Beginning
with the second issue of "Operation Rainbow,"
,-uerto Rican youth on the Lower East Side took
over this magazine of poetry, stories, comic
strips, and photographs. In Spanish and
English, one of the youth wrote about the
magazine, "It's a baby in which I have the
power to mold, create, and bring to life all the
characteristics of the Lower East Side the
richness of the sun outside and the pain of a
starving child,"

Out of the Dark, Barnesboro, PA. In this
project, students explore their heritage as
coal-miners' children, writing poems, articles,
and stories about different aspects of their
culture. One student in it writes, "Before our
school's 'Out of the Dark' project, my lather and
my brother were people who came and went;
I never paid much attention to what they were
doing. I realize now what it is to be a coal
miner... This photo essay taught me so much

life"
my brother's day and my father' s way of

"Phone Blitz" by Local Businesses. San
Francisco. CA. Conducted by hi onesses
concerned with youth employment, the goal is
to call every employer in the phone book and
ask them to hire youth for the summer.

Proteus Youth Project, Bakersfield, CA.
In this short-lived, but exuberant project, youth
from farm worker families in East Bakersfield
transformed the hall of their local school with
an extraordinary mural in the style of Mexican
muralists of the 1930's, depicting an overview
of Chicano history and culture.

Teens 'n' Theater, San Francisco. CA. This
youth theater group produced its own musical,
HEADLINE, which explores the real lives,
aspirations, and problems of Third World
inner-city youth.
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SKILL AREA

CAREER EXPLORATION

Y.E.S. inc. Activities Index

Matching Skill-Building
Worksheet Activity

(Section 3)

Ask an Expert 12 Survey

Explore Some Jobs 7 Survey

Find Out For Yourself 12 Survey

Parents and Neighbors Talking 11 Survey
About Their Jobs

People Who Have Succeeded 23 Survey

Role Models and Mentors 19 30 Counseling
Discussion

Time to Help Others 16 28 Advocacy
Discussion
Survey

What's My Job 11 Role Play

Who Anil 8 Role Play

Working Women 20 31 Discussion
Survey

COMMUNITY SERVICE

Oral History 16 29 Survey

Set Up aJob Club 24 Job Clubs
Peer Support

Networks

Time to Hell, Others 16 28 Advocacy
Discussion
Survey

MAKING DECISIONS

A Different Ending 23 Counseling-
Role Play

Decide for Yourself 7 Discussion

Examining the Meaning 26 Counseling
of Success Discussion

Journal

The Firing Game 19 Role Play

How the Future Looked 11 Role Play
Yesterday

Identifying Career Goals 23 32 Counseling
Discussion

My Parents' Arst Job 11 Counseling
Survey

Role Models and Mentors 19 30 Counseling
Discussion-

Ten Years Later 19

What Would You Do 11

What's Important In Your Life 25

Role Ploy

Role Play

Counseling

Journal

SKILL AREA Matching Skill- Building
Worksheet Activity

(Section 3)

ANALYZING INFORMATION

First Day at School 23 Role Play

Identifying Skills and Talents 23 34 Counseiinc
Discussion

19 CounselingMoving toward Success

Discussion
Journal

Overcoming Your Own Fears 24 Counseling
Discussion

Talk It Over with the Family 8 Discussion
Survey

Talking to Parents and Family 16 Discussion
Members

Television and the World
of Work

15 27 Discussion

Trading Places 8 Role Play

Whr''s Important In Your Life 25 Counseling
Journal

BASIC SKILLS RESEARCHING, WRITING, ORAL

Explore Some Jobs 7 Survey

Find Out For Yourself 12 Survey

Language and Jobs 15 Role Play

My Parents' First Job 11 Counseling
Survey

Oral History 16 29 Survey

Parents and Neighbors Talking 1 1 Survey
About Their Jobs

People Who Have Succeeded 23 Survey

What's MyJob 11 Role Play

Woridng Women 20 31 Discussion
Survey
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